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Executive Summary 

Ornamental p lant species, such as English holly (Ilex nquifolium) and English ivy (Hedera 
helix), which are maintained in the formal gardens and grounds of the Royal Roads 
property, have spread as invasive species into the surrow1ding forest. Other invasive 
species, such as Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius) and gorse (Ulex europneus) have been 
introduced from outlying areas to opportw1e locations on the property. Invasive species 
a re drastically affecting the ecology and heritage values of the property and the 
surrounding commw1ity. 

Consistent management of these invasive plant species has not occurred on the 
property, and an inventory of the current distribution of invasive plants was conducted 
in January 2003 as part of a five-year Invasive Species Management Plan. The 
Environmental Office of Physical and Environmental Resources at Royal Roads 
University commissioned the project through the Department of National Defence 
(Directorate of Realty and Engineering Policy) and the CFB Esquimalt Natural Resources 
Program. TI1is Management Plan is one of several ecological studies currently being 
conducted on the property. 

The management plan included survey and ecological information on six prominent 
invasive plant species on campus, and removal and remediation methods for each 
species. A Geographic Information System (GIS) component aided with the ranking and 
prioritizing of the infestations, based on their site characteristics, and was used later in 
prescribing the removal method. 

Results from the inventory indicated that approximately 80% of the property now has 
some degree of invasive species infestation, not including the invasive plant species 
present on the formal university grow1ds. TI1e inventory found Scotch broom, 
Himalayan blackberry and gorse growing in open a reas and along fores t and road 
edges; English ivy and Daplme present along forest edges and under mixed canopy; and 
English holly growing throughout the entire property, including forested areas with 
dense canopy. 

Unlike a Garry Oak ecosystem, the closed canopy associated with a coniferous forest at 
Royal Roads is a limitation for broom and gorse; but ivy, Daphne, and holly were found 
to be spreading into most sections of the forest interior. These shade tolerant species 
pose the biggest threat to the defining ecology of the Royal Roads property, which also 
includes some smaller Garry Oak sites. 

Removal is anticipated to be a long-term management commitment and includes 
methods such as hand pulling, brush cutting, herbicide applications and site soil 
remediation This report, combined with a GIS theme and database of the survey and 
work plan, is a tool to assist the Department of National Defence and Royal Roads 
University in adaptively prescribing and monitoring removal and remediation of 
invasive plan t species infestations, and recording and tracking the progress. 
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1.0 Background 

There is a long history of non-native plant species on the Royal Roads property. 
Logging and land clearing, farming, tree planting and garden establishment as 
well as more recent road and building construction, have had major impacts on 
the ecology of the original site, dating back to the turn of the century. The impact 
of invasive plant species, some of which have spread from these historical 
gardens themselves, has become increasingly evident on the property and 
throughout the surrounding forest. Removal work has been conducted on the 
site; however, until recently, it has been inconsistent and undocumented. 
Currently, there is no policy in place that addresses the issue of invasive species 
at Royal Roads. 

The spread of invasive species is threatening the ecological and cultural integrity 
of the forested areas at Royal Roads by displacing native under story vegetation 
through the alteration of forest soil properties and natural forest succession 
processes. In addition, forested areas possessing culturally sensitive or 
archaeologically significant features, such as culturally modified trees and 
middens, are being invaded and altered by species such as English holly and 
Daphne. 

Invasive species are not unique to Royal Roads; however, the property is unique 
with its relatively low level of invasive infestation in comparison to other 
regional forested lots of similar size in the Capital Regional District. A planned 
approach for the control and removal of invasive plants may prevent the Coastal 
Douglas-fir forest at Royal Roads from resembling the English ivy and Scotch 
broom infested forest areas within the University of Victoria's Mystic Vale or 
Sannich's Mt. Douglas Park. In addition, a successful plan could protect 
Esquimalt Lagoon from the spreading of gorse patches like those of Dallas Road 
in Victoria. 

In response to the growing problem of invasive species on the property, the 
Department of National Defence funded an invasive species project to be 
conducted by Royal Roads University. The Environmental Coordinator at Royal 
Roads contracted two field technicians in January 2003 to carry out an inventory 
and create a removal and Management Plan for the following six invasive plant 
species: 

• Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius) 
• Gorse (Ulex europaeus) 
• Himalayan blackberry (Rubus discolor) 
• English ivy (Hedera helix) 
• Daphne (Daphne /aureola) 
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• English holly (Ilex aquifolium) 
There are several other exotic and invasive species present on the property; 
however, only one other non-native species, English laurel (Prunus laurocerasus) 
found spreading along the lower portions of Colwood Creek, was mapped. 

The six plant species addressed here have been identified in many areas of the 
Pacific Northwest as being invasive. This has resulted in the creation of removal 
initiatives, the development of management plans, and a number of studies 
conducted in both the U.S. and Canada. Locally, invasive species may best be 
known for their disruptive role in Garry oak ecosystems (Murray and Pinkham 
2002). The Garry Oak Ecosystem Recovery Team (GOERT) research community 
was found to be a major source of information regarding management and 
removal methods. 

Research efforts in invasive species management were facilitated by two recent 
projects: i) The Victoria Natural History Society's Green Spaces Project (VNHS 
2002), which identified distinct habitat boundaries on the property and aided in 
mapping the invasive species. ii) The Garry Oak Ecosystem Recovery Team's 
"Towards a Decision Support Tool for Addressing Invasive Species in Garry Oak 
and Associated Ecosystems" (Murray and Pinkham 2002), which illustrated an 
effective methodology for ranking and prioritizing invasive species removal 
efforts. 

Included with this report is a contact list of local groups involved with invasive 
plant species removal initiatives. Through effective long term planning, 
collaboration and strategic partnerships, this five-year invasive species 
management plan can foster success in the removal of invasive species and the 
remediation of the Royal Roads property. 

This project is an initial step towards the organized management of invasive 
species at the Royal Roads property. The complete removal of invasive plant 
species may be difficul t to achieve at this complex site, however this plan 
illustrates the methodology required to contain new infestations, and 
systematically remediate densely infested sites. The commitment to this plan 
will be long term, and demonstrates a responsible approach to managing 
invasive plant species on the property and in the Capital Regional District. 

This Invasive Species Management Plan contains the results of an intensive 
inventory of the Royal Roads property. Invasive infestations were quantified 
and prioritized for removal schedules. An estimate of cost involved in the first 
year of removal projects, as well as a schedule for future removal projects was 
made. This information is contained in a GIS theme 'RRU_Invasives.shp', which 
was used to create the maps included in this report. 
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2.0 Literature Review 

The following literature review provides some basic details on the ecology of 
each invasive species addressed within this Management Plan and discusses a 
number of different options and techniques available for their removal. 
Information provided in the following sections sets the stage for management 
decisions and provides reference and rationale for chosen management 
techniques. 

2.1 Invasive Species on the Property 

2.1.1 Scotch Broom (Cytisus scoparius) 

Scotch broom is a perennial deciduous shrub that is easily recognized when in 
bloom by its bright yellow flowers. It has become extensively naturalized on 
southern Vancouver Island, the Lower Mainland and the Gulf Islands and has 
been discovered more recently on parts of the Queen Charlotte Islands (Peterson 
and Prasad 2002). It is primarily found along roadsides, forest margins, open 
meadows and any other disturbed area where sufficient light is received. 

The average life span of Scotch broom is 10 to 15 years and individuals can reach 
4 metres in height. Scotch broom reaches its full height between approximately 
five to nine years of age, and can form dense stands with an almost closed 
canopy. Stem density declines with age, and an increasing number of prostrate 
spreading branches are observed. The shrub then eventually topples over or dies 
(Peterson and Prasad 2002). 

Flowering begins in February and peaks in June, with seed dispersal in August 
(A. Robinson, pers. comm. 2003). Seed dispersal generally occurs over a 15 to 20 
day period depending on seed pod positioning and the warmth of surrounding 
air (Zielke et al. 1992). They are readily dispersed through pod explosion when 
ripe which can propel a seed up to a distance of two metres. Vehicles, humans, 
water and wildlife can also transport seeds easily. 

Seed production begins around age two to three and, once mature, Scotch broom 
is a prolific seed producer able to generate 2000 to 3500 seed pods per bush, 
which contain up to nine seeds per pod (Zielke et al. 1992). Over half of the 
seeds produced are viable and can remain so for up to 30 years. Seed bank 
counts can reach up to 4140 seeds/m2 allowing for highly successful, self
perpetuating stands (Peterson and Prasad 2002). 

Scotch broom is generally shade intolerant and found on moderately dry to very 
dry soil moisture regimes (Peterson and Prasad 2002). It is an efficient nitrogen 
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fixer and able to thrive on a wide range of nutrient regimes and soil types, and 
has a preference for disturbed, well-drained sites with exposed mineral soil. 
Scotch broom is able to thrive in habitats with seasonal drought via a deep 
taproo t, reduced leaf surface area and photosynthetically active stems; however, 
plants may not be capable of survival during extended periods of drought 
(Zielke et al. 1992). 

Scotch broom poses an ecological threat due to its ability to colonize disturbed 
areas as an early seral species as well as invade vegetated sites where it can take 
over and choke out native shade intolerant plants. The immense quantity and 
impressive viability of seeds make this species very difficult to eradicate. 
Reclaiming an invaded area can be difficult and may take several years; 
therefore, it is important to eliminate new infestations, destroy seed producing 
individuals and protect nearby broom-free areas. 

2.1.2 Gorse (Uiex europaeus) 

Gorse is a perennial evergreen shrub that is easily identified by the rigid spines 
that cover its thick green stems and yellow flower produced when in bloom. In 
Canada, gorse is found only in British Columbia and is concentrated on southern 
Vancouver Island from Jordan River to Victoria, and parts of the Gulf Islands. 
More recently, it has been found in small isolated patches on other parts of 
Vancouver Island, North Vancouver, the Sunshine Coast and the Queen 
Charlotte Islands (Clements et al. 2001). It is primarily found along roadsides, 
forest margins, open meadows and any other disturbed area, where sufficient 
light is received. 

Gorse can live up to 30 years and can exceed two metres in height, however it 
often becomes too top heavy and topples over after 12 to 15 years (Zielke et al. 
1992). Flowering starts in the Victoria area as early as September with a few 
individuals producing flowers. This flowering continues through the winter 
with increasing frequency until the peak is reached in May. A large percentage 
of the winter blooming flowers fail to produce fruit, which is likely attributed to 

the lack of insects for pollen dispersal during the winter (A. Robinson, pers. 
comm. 2003). 

Seed germination can occur at any time of the year, however peak seedling 
emergence is in late spring and fall (Clements et al. 2001). The majority of seeds 
accumulate directly below the plant and pod explosion when ripe can distribute 
seeds up to five metres away (Clements eta/. 2001). Seed banks can have 
populations of up to 20000 seeds/m2 where they can remain viable in soil for up 
to 30 years (Clements eta/. 2001). Seed distribution readily occurs via humans, 
vehicles, water and wildlife (Clements et al. 2001). 
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Gorse thrives in highly disturbed well-drained soils and is successful in. nutrient 
poor soils as it is an efficient nitrogen fixer (Zielke et al. 1992). It grows optimally 
in soils with a pH of 4.5-5.0 and tends to acidify the surrow1ding soil through the 
removal of calcium and the introduction of litter (Clements et al. 2001). 

Gorse poses an ecological threat due to its ability to colonize disturbed areas as 
an early seral species as well as invade invading vegetated sites where it can take 
over and choke out native shade intolerant plants. In addition, the ability of 
gorse to acidify surrounding soil further prevents the germination and 
establishment of other plants. The immense quantity and impressive viability of 
seeds make this species very difficult to completely eliminate. Reclaiming an 
invaded area can be difficult and may take several years; therefore, it is 
important to elimina te new infestations, destroy seed producing individuals and 
protect nearby gorse-free areas. 

2.1.3 Himalayan Blackberry (Rubus discolor) 

Himalayan blackberry is a perennial evergreen shrub recognized by its sturdy, 
sprawling, arched and prickly stems that can reach over 10 metres in length. It is 
often fow1d in massive impenetrable thickets growing along roadsides, creek 
gullies, river fla ts, fence lines and open fields and is favoured by berry pickers 
for its large black edible berries. It has become extensively naturalized along the 
Pacific northwest from northern California to British Columbia (Tirmenstein 
1989). 

Himalayan blackberry stems, also known as canes, are biennial and typically 
develop from perennial rootstocks or creeping stems. Sterile first year canes 
develop from buds at or below the ground surface and possess only leaves. The 
following year, lateral branches develop from the axils of first year canes, which 
produce both leaves and flowers (Tirmenstein 1989). Individual canes may only 
live two to three years resulting in large quantities of litter and dead canes in old 
thickets (Hoshovsky 1989). 

Himalayan blackberry is reproductively versatile, capable of both sexual and 
asexual reproduction, which contributes to its rapid and aggressive spread 
(Tirmenstein 1989). In addition, trailing sterns are capable of rooting at the nodes 
to form daughter plants and propagation can occur from root pieces and cane 
cuttings (Hoshovsky 1989). During a single season, canes can grow up to seven 
metres in length (Tirmenstein 1989). 

Flowering generally occurs from May to August with fruit ripening in August to 
September followed by seed dispersal in the fall (Tirmenstein 1989). Most 
thickets produce good seed crops nearly every year up to 7000 - 13,000 seeds per 
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square metre, which can remain viable in soil for several years. Seeds are readily 
dispersed via gravity as well as by birds, mammals and humans (Hoshovsky 
1989). 

Seed germination occurs mainly in the spring; however, few germinate during 
the firs t spring after the seed is formed. Excessive shading within dense thickets 
provides poor habitat for seedling survival (Hoshovsky 1989). 

Himalayan blackberry thrives on a variety of soil types, pH and texture. It 
prefers, but does not require, adequate moisture and can survive periodic 
flooding (Hoshovsky 1989). Commonly occurring as an early seral species in 
relatively open or disturbed areas, Himalayan blackberry does not require 
disturbance to rapidly spread. 

Himalayan blackberry poses an ecological threat as impenetrable thickets can 
hinder the movement of wildlife, which is of particular concern when growing 
adjacent to streams and gullies. Its rapid spread can also displace native 
vegetation by choking out shade intolerant individuals. 

2.1.4 English Ivy (Hedera helix) 

English ivy is an evergreen, climbing vine tha t displays distinctive phenotypic 
characteristics during the adult and juvenile phase. As a juvenile, leaves have 
three to five lobes, are dark green and glossy, and display prominent whitish 
veins. As the plant matures, leaves become thick and ovate to rhombic in shape, 
turn a lighter shade of green and the veins become less visible. Vines growing 
within two metres of a vertical structure, such as a tree, will move toward that 
s tructure and climb several metres. This vertical growth stimula tes the change to 
adult leaf form (GOERT 2002). 

Juveniles do not produce seeds, but can reproduce vegetatively. Following 
several years to sometimes a decade of growth, the plants mature producing 
clusters of greenish-white flowers in the fall. Dark purple fleshy berries follow in 
February to March (A. Robinson, pers. cornrn. 2003). 

Birds readily distribute English ivy seeds and viability is increased through 
scarification of the seed coat as it is passed through the digestive tract. The fruit 
is mildly toxic, which discourages large consumption at one time, and thereby 
increases the seed dispersal area (GOERT 2002). 

English ivy is somewhat drought tolerant, but prefers moist soils. Growth occurs 
readily in the sun or the shade with a preference for forest edges providing an 
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incomplete tree canopy (GOERT 2002). Stem cuttings and roots left behind from 
pruning will often resprout if contact with the soil is made. 

English ivy is a threat to ecosystems as it can form dense mats along the ground 
and can completely engulf trees. It spreads rapidly, growing an average of 22 
ern/ month during the growing season (GOERT 2002). If left unchecked, massive 
areas known as an "Ivy Desert", where little other vegetation can thrive and 
wildlife habitat is reduced. Dense infestations of English ivy prevent stmlight 
from reaching native vegetation on the ground and leaves of the host tree and, as 
a result, ground vegetation is choked out and the ability of a tree to 
photosynthesise is significantly diminished, respectively. 

2.1.5 Daphne (Daphne [aureola) 

Daphne !aureola; also known as leatherleaf, laurel-leaved daphne, or spurge
laurel; is an evergreen shrub growing to one meter in height. Native to most of 
Europe and parts of North Africa, it is used as an ornamental and landscaping 
shrub in North America, where it has become invasive in temperate regions of 
the Pacific Northwest (Felter and Lloyd 1898). 

Daphne has a preference for well drained loamy to clay soils with a neutral or 
acidic pH. It thrives in full or partial shade, and can form dense stands under 
heavy canopy. Daphne is in leaf all year, with flowers emerging from late 
December to April. Flowers are bright yellow-green, scented and 
hermaphroditic. They possess orange anthers, which open between January and 
April, allowing pollination by bees, moths and butterflies (Plants for a Future 
2002). Berries are oval and turn from green to black as they ripen in }w1e to 
August (A. Robinson, pers. comm. 2003) and the seeds are readily spread by 
birds (Perring 2002). 

Daphne is listed as a poisonous plant with the Canadian Poisonous Plants 
Information System. All parts of the Daphne plant contain toxins including 
Mezerein, an acrid resin that can cause severe skin irritation and Daphnin, a 
bitter poisonous glycoside. The greatest concentrations of these toxins occur in 
the bark, sap and berries (Whitley and Zinck 2001). 

Birds are virtually unaffected by the toxic berries; however, they are very 
poisonous to humans. Even a single berry chewed, but not swallowed will likely 
cause intense burning in the throat and mouth, and the consumption of only a 
few berries can cause upset s tomach, headache, diarrhoea, delirium, and 
convulsions (Whitley and Zinck 2001). 
Little is known about the effect of Daphne in Coastal Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic 
zones, but it is known that an aggressive infestation can drastically alter forest 
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ecosystems through the formation of dense stands that displace native 
understory vegetation (Percival 1997), such as salal. By changing the light 
availability, and potentially the soil chemistry and pH, Daphne prevents normal 
forest succession (Fletcher 1998). 

2.1.6 English Holly (Ilex aquifolium) 

English holly, also known as Christmas holly because of its glossy, pointy, dark 
green foliage and scarlet clumped berries, originates in southern and central 
Europe and is considered an exotic plant in North America. Holly has a long 
ornamental, cultural, and economic history on the west coast. British Colwnbia, 
especially, Vancouver Island, provides most of Canada's ornamental holly (Ward 
1999). 

Holly has been found increasingly in Pacific Northwest forests close to urban 
centres where it can grow up to 20 metres in height. It produces small white 
flowers from May to August, and bright red berries in October through 
December. Berries often remain on the tree through winter. Holly grows best in 
well-drained, alkaline soils, and prefers partial shade. In the fall, when 
temperatures are cooler and light is reduced, holly roots and grows much faster 
than in the spring (Clements et nl. 1998). 

Holly is often found growing in large clumps within forest ecosystems. The 
clumping nature of its growth is due to i) branches that have touched the forest 
floor and rooted to form an additional upright main stem, ii) lateral root sprouts, 
and iii) seeds that have fallen to the surrounding soil and germinated (Grelen 
2001). 

Holly is dioecous, with female plants requiring pollination by males in order to 
produce fruit. Male and female seeds deposited together can quickly become 
centres for further spread. (Grelen 2001) 

The formation of dense stands can cause the displacement of native vegetation, 
and holly plants often out-compete native plants for nutrients. Holly leaf litter 
decomposition is very slow relative to the rate of nutrient uptake and therefore 
many of the nutrients removed from the soil for growth cannot be replaced. 
This results in nutrient-poor soil and makes the growth of native plants difficult. 
(Clements et nl. 1998) 

Holly is listed by the Canadian Poisonous Plant Control System and is capable of 
producing a wide range of effects from skin rashes to severe vomiting and 
diarrhoea (Munro 1993). If eaten in large quantities, the effects can be more 
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severe. Allergies to the bark, leaves and flowers of holly plants are also common 
(Cornell University 2001) 

2.2 Summary of Removal Options 
Several methods are available when evaluating options for the removal of 
invasive species. In many cases, to effectively control the spread of an invasive 
species or to attempt population elimination, the use of more than one of the 
following options listed below may be required. 

The following methods were adapted from The Nature Conservancy's Weed 
Control Methods Handbook and can be found in more detail at 
Http:/ /tncweeds.ucdavis.edu (Tu et al. 2001). 

2.2.1 Manual Control 

Manual control includes techniques such as freehand pulling, hand pulling 
assisted by specialized tools, cutting or damaging, and altering soil conditions. 
These methods can be very labour intensive and time consuming, and are best 
applied to small or light infestations or when volunteer labour is ample. Sites 
must be revisited and maintained, as removal generally results in a flush of 
seedlings due to soil disturbance and increased sunlight penetration. 
Although more labour intensive, the use of manual control techniques are 
desirable as they are highly site specific and result in minimal disturbance to 
surrounding vegetation. They are also relatively low cost and require little to no 
equipment. 

2.2.1.1 Pulling 

Plants should be pulled slowly and carefully to minimize soil disturbance as 
disturbed areas provide optimal conditions for seed germination. This technique 
is best applied when soils are moist, making pulling easier. It is also critical that 
pulling commence before seed production has begun to avoid facilitating in seed 
dispersal and therefore distributing the problem. Workers should wear gloves, 
long pants and long sleeved shirts as some plants (e.g., Daphne) contain toxic 
compounds that can cause skin irritation. 

Freehand Pulling 
The option of freehand pulling is only available for younger plants and seedlings 
that have not yet established a solid root system, or in some cases a deep taproot. 
It is important to remove as much of the root as possible as fragments may re
sprout. 
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Pulling Assisted by Specialized Tools 
Using tools such as a Root Talon or a Weed Wrench can provide the extra 
leverage needed to pull larger plants (New Tribe 2003). The Root Talon is the 
less expensive of the two, retailing for $47 ($US) plus $5.25 shipping and 
handling and can be ordered directly from the manufacturer (Lamp Design 
2003). This tool however is only useful for shallow rooted plants with sturdy 
stems. 

To remove larger and more deeply rooted plants, a tool called a Weed Wrench 
has proven successful. The all steel frame is substantially sturdier than the Root 
Talon, which has a plastic handle, but is heavier and more expensive. This tool 
comes in four different sizes at four different prices (plus shipping and handling 
fees) lis ted in Table 2.2.1.1. 

Table 2.2.1.1: Weed Wrench Sizes and Prices 

MINI LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY 

Jaw Capacity Up to 1" stem Up to 1.5" Up to 2" Up to 2.5" 

Height 24 inches 44inches 53 inches 62 inches 
Weight 5.25 lbs 11.5 lbs 17.5lbs 24lbs 
Price $US $82.00 $130.00 $155.00 $189.00 
Source: http:/ /www.canonba l.o rg/weed.html 

2.2.1.2 Cutting 

When dealing wi th plants that are too large to pull or when pulling will result in 
too much soil d isturbance or disturbance of invasive seed banks resulting in seed 
germination, cutting is the best option. In general, cutting with toppers, saws or 
axes should take place just above or at the ground surface with care taken to 
avoid disturbing the surrounding soil. Since re-growth from cut stumps often 
occurs, this method works best in conjunction with the use of an herbicide. 

2.2.1.3 Girdling 

When dealing with larger species such as older Holly trees, gi rdling is less labour 
intensive and less expensive than removal of the entire tree. In addition, nutrient 

filled biomass remains on site rather than deposited elsewhere and can provide 
valuable wildlife habitat. 

Girdling is the method of cutting and removing a strip of bark several 
centimetres wide arow1d the circumference of the trunk. Using a knife, axe or 
saw; two parallel lines are cut approximately 3 inches or more apart. The cut 
must be deep enough to remove the vascular cambium which functions in 

transporting sugars and other carbohydrates as well as producing new wood 
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and bark. This depth can be determined by making test cuts. Once the 
appropriate depth is reached, striking the bark several times between the cuts 
should allow it to come off intact. 

Girdling can be used in conjunction with an herbicide if re-sprouting occurs in 
extreme cases. 

2.2.1.4 Mulch or Weed Fabric Application 

The application of mulch or weed fabric is used to eliminate sunlight and halt 
photosynthetic processes essential for growth. Plants should be cut to the 
grmmd and then overlaid with either application. 

Covering the ground with mulch is not effective against some perennial weeds 
with extensive food reserves or highly shade tolerant species, as they will 
continue to grow through mulch. The use of weed fabric, however, can provide 
resistance to re-growth. 

Both tecluuques should be used in conjunction with a replanting strategy for 
native species as their application causes the displacement of all other vegetation 
in the treated area. Removal of vegetation otherwise leaves the site vulnerable to 
invasion by non-desired species. 

2.2.1.5 Tilling 

Tilling is only effective in the removal of shallow rooted plants. Its application 
results in extreme soil disturbance and therefore optimal conditions for seed 
germination. Tilling will result in a flush of seedlings and the site must be 
revisited frequently to remove emerging plants. This technique should be used 
in conjunction with an aggressive replanting strategy. Tilling should be done 
when soil is dry and plant fragments should be left to dry out as moisture 
facilitates survival and re-growth. 

2.2.1.6 Soil Solarization 

Soil solarization is the method of placing either a black or clear plastic cover, 
such as polyethylene, over the surface of the soil to increase soil temperature 
through the entrapment of solar radiation. 

Increasing soi l temperatures can kill plants, seeds, plant pathogens and insects 
and can cause significant biological, physical and chemical changes to the soil 
lasting up to two years. This change can both deter the growth of desirable 
species and potentially leave the area open to invasion by non-desired species in 
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time. However, nutrients contained in the soil's organic matter are released 
during solarization, which can facilitate in replanting efforts. The success of this 
option depends on how susceptible seeds are to temperature increases. 

2.2.2 Grazing 

The use of grazing by animals such as sheep or goats to control invasive species 
will rarely, if ever, completely eradicate a target species and must generally be 
used in conjunction with one or more methods in order to reduce or eliminate a 
target population. 

Grazing is particularly useful when working in areas that are in close proximity 
to riparian habitat or when an infestation covers a large area. Care must be taken 
to prevent overgrazing which can reduce native plant cover, weaken native 
communities, and allow exotic weeds to invade. Measures must also be taken to 
prevent the spread of invasive seeds from one grazing area to another and avoid 
excess soil disturbance. 

It is impossible to ensure that only target species are consumed and the benefits 

of target species removal must be weighed against the loss of non-target species. 
Grazing will often result in an initial increase in stem density and root buds and 
repeated grazing is required to reduce stem densities in the longer term. 

2.2.3 Prescribed Burning 

Traditionally prescribed burning has been used to promote the growth of a 
desired species and, for some plants, it is necessary to prompt germination. 
Burning has been found effective in controlling some invasive plants, but can 
also promote unwanted invasion, particularly by those species whose seeds are 
adapted to fire or that resprout vigorously. Burns are most effective when 
administered just prior to the flowering or seeding stage or when the plant is in 
the young seedling/ sapling stage. 

Invasive species control has been found most successful when burning is done to 
restore natural fire regimes that have been disrupted by land use changes, urban 
development, fire breaks or fire suppression practices. 

Burning must often be repeated and the site must be revisited to remove any 
emerging seedlings. Herbicide application is often successful at controlling 
invasive seedling emergence following a fire, as young seedlings are particularly 

vulnerable. However, burning can also promote native seedling emergence and 
therefore herbicide application can impede the establishment of desired species. 
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Where large scale burning is impractical or when dealing with an area that has 
only a small infestation, spot burning with propane torches can be used. In 
addition to being cheaper and easier, this method is more site-specific and 
minimizes damage to surrow1ding vegetation. 

Prescribed burns must be planned carefully and require certification and training 
in order to conduct them safely. Due to the inherent risk of burning, all other 
options should be evaluated for invasive control before it is chosen as an option. 

2.2.4 Biological Control 

Biological control is the use of animals, fungi, or other microbes to feed upon, 
parasitize or otherwise interfere with a target pest species. To many, this method 
is viewed as progressive and environmentally friendly as no chemicals are used 
in the process. Others are wary of its application due to the inherent unknowns 
involved. As is the case with most other control methods, there is the potential 
for irreversible harm to non-target species and resulting disruption to natural 
ecological processes; however, biological control can cause this type of damage 
on a much grander scale, particularly if the control agent has a wide dispersal 
range. 

The most common biological control method, classical bio-control, works under 
the premise that invasion by non-native plants is due to a lack of natural control 
agents that would otherwise be present in their native habitat. It involves the 
introduction of an herbivore and/or pathogen from the target species' native 
range, which has been carefully screened to ensure it will not attack non-target 
species. 

With this method, total elimination of a target species is w1likely and it may take 
years before obvious progress is made, since there is a lag time during which the 
biological control agent population catches up with the target species. In 
addition, some control agents can require repeated releases in an area before they 
are able to become an established and viable population. In some cases agents 
can become established and have little or no impact on a target species. 
However, if the control agent population permanently establishes itself in that 
area, it can persist indefinitely, reducing the abundance and impact of unwanted 
species in the long term with little or no additional cost. The ability to persist 
indefinitely is what generates some concern with this method. Although control 
agents must undergo a rigorous selection process, there is always some risk that 
they may unexpectedly attack desirable species or affect other key components in 
the ecosystem. 
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2.2.5 H erbicides 

Herbicide application must adhere to Federal herbicide and pesticide legislation 
and safety standards, as well as existing Royal Roads policy. 

Most herbicides work to attack m etabolic processes and growing tissue. When a 
plant is stressed, these processes slow down significantly. The best time for 
application is during the active growing season, when herbicides can be 

efficiently translocated throughout the plant during active metabolic processes, 
and not during high s tress periods such as drought when plants may be 
temporarily dormant. 

2.2.5.1 Application Methods 

2.2.5.1-1 Foliar Application 
Foliar application includes spot, wick and broom application techniques, where 
the herbicide is applied to plant foliage and stern tissue. A variety of applicators 
can be used for this technique from spray bottles and backpack units, to 
helicopters. 

2.2.5.1-2 Basil Bark Application 
With this method, a band of herbicide approximately 6 to 12 inches wide is 
applied to the circumference of the target plants trunk. Application can be done 
using a spray bottle, backpack unit, or a wick. The use of an ester formula tion is 
recommended for this method as they pass most readily through bark. Esters are 
highly volati le and therefore should only be applied during calm cool weather 
conditions. 

2.2.5.1-3 Frill Application 
Also known as the "hack and squirt" method, this technique uses a sharp knife, 
saw, axe or power drill to create an open wow1d. The herbicide is then 
immediately applied to the exposed inner growing tissue or cambium. 

2.2.5.1-41njection 
Injection o f an herbicide pellet is a convenient way of applying an herbicide. 
This method requires little preparation and cleanup, and results in minimal 
exposure to the individual applying and handling the h erbicide. However, the 
lance and herbicide capsules required for this technique can be expensive. 

2.2.5.1-5 Cut Stump Application 
Applying an herbicide to the exposed cambium of a freshly cut stump can be an 
effective way of preventing re-sprouting. This method is highly specific and 
requires a substantially smaller amount of herbicide than foliar methods. 
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Applicators such as squirt bottles and paintbrushes can be used for this 
technique. The herbicide must be applied within minutes of cutting and care 
should be taken not to over-apply, as excess materials can run off the stump and 
onto the ground. Since treated stumps can resprout, it is important to revisit and 
assess a site every two to six months in the first year. 

2.2.5.1-6 Soil Application 
Application of an herbicide to the soil after an infestation has been removed to 
prevent seed germination and seedling emergence is rarely used in natural areas 
and involves non-specific application directly to the target area. It may also 
affect the ability of desirable native species to germinate. 

2.2.5.2 Herbicide Selection 

Release®, a triclopyr herbicide registered for use in forestry by the Federal and 
Provincial government, has been found highly effective in controlling the 
resprouting of Scotch broom, gorse, Daphne and English ivy when applied to cut 
stumps (A. Robinson, pers. cornrn. 2003). It is expected that this herbicide will 
also be effective in the control of Himalayan blackberry and English holly, based 
on the high degree of success in controlling these other species. 

2.2.5.4 Certification for Herbicide Application 

Individuals responsible for pesticide application in BC must hold a valid 
Pesticide Applicator's Certificate. This requirement is defined by the Pesticide 
Management Program of the BC Ministry Water Land and Air Protection. This 
2.5 day training program covers material for Forestry Management General 
certification, Forestry Non Broadcast certification and Industrial Vegetation and 
Noxious Weeds certification (Minsitry of Water Land and Air Protection, 2003). 

Further information can be found on the Ministry of Water Land and Air 
Protection website located at URL: 
http:/ /www.for.gov.bc.ca/pscripts/hfd/mtc/ course.asp?courseid=49 

2.3 Current Research on the Property 
At this time, the Pacific Forestry Centre is conducting research on a number of 
federal lands near Victoria, including the Royal Roads property. This research is 
aimed at better understanding the population dynamics, phenology and control 
of both Daphne and English ivy. A summary on this research provided by the 
Pacific Forestry Centre and can be found in Appendix I, along with a map 
displaying the research plot locations. 
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From July to August 2002, research was conducted by Royal Roads University, in 
which the presence of introduced species was inventoried and the effect on 
community biological diversity was examined in selected forested sites. A 
summary of this research can be fow1d in Appendix I. 
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3.0 Methodology 

3.1 Surveying and Mapping 
The Royal Roads property was broken up into 8 zones, based on road access, to 
facilitate in the survey / mapping component of this Management Plan, as well as 
future removal and monitoring efforts. 

Transect azimuths were plotted for each zone to ensure systematic ground 
coverage. Roads and footpaths were used as start and end points, and azimuths 
were planned to parallel obvious infestation stratifica tion along contours and 
habitat type, or to follow delineating features such as fence and property lines. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the zones and transects used within each zone. 

1\1 Transects 
/'\/ Trails 
1\1 Creeks and Drainage 
D Sampling Zone Boundary 

Scale 1: 12 500 

Figure 3.1: Zones and Transects 
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Two surveyors traversed loose belt transects through each zone, starting 
approximately 25 metres apart, but varying distance to follow invasive plant 
communities. Using these survey zones allowed the use of landmarks and scaled 
air photos to accompany the azimuth reference and distance observations used to 
map invasive infestations. Reference to the VNHS habitat maps was made to 
determine and ground truth the extent of some invasive plant communities that 
followed identified forest type breaks. Where possible, GPS data was collected 
to later confirm or correct mapping. Point locations of significant invasive 
species infestations or individual plants in opporttme locations were also 
recorded. At the request of the Gardens and Grounds department, heritage fence 
hazards in the forest were also recorded and mapped. 

3.2 Invasive Classification 
Invasive plant communities, or infestations, were classified as light, medium or 
dense based on observed trends in distribution and are discussed below. Many 
areas were infested by more than one species and areas with consistent 
distribution of one or more species were grouped into polygons. The following 
characteristics, as defined by the Field Manual for Describing Ecosystems in the 
Field (MoELP 1998), were recorded for each polygon: 

• Distribution Code (for the first through fourth dominant invasive species) 
• Infestation Level (for the first dominant invasive species) 
• Percentage Canopy Cover 

Distribution Codes, which ranged from 1 to 9, were used as classification for 
infestation level. These were defined as follows: 

• 1-3 =Light (less than 25% of a 400m2 plot) 
• 4-6 =Medium (sporadic to well spaced patches) 
• 7-9 =Dense (continuous uniform to dense occurrence) 

Appendix II contains a detailed description of the Distribution Codes, as well as 
some representative photos of invasive distributions on site . 

Limitations to removal efforts were also observed and recorded as: 
• Ease of Movement (relative to terrain, grow1d cover and vegetation) 
• Access (distance from roads and paths) 

Further site characteristics, such as proximity to sensitive habitat, were 
determined by reference to the VNHS Green Spaces Project. As well, 
descriptions of removal priorities and potential limitations/ challenges were 
recorded for each zone. Included were notes on plant maturity estimates, site 
access, and ecological sensitivity. Appendix Til contains short descriptions and 
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removal recommendations for each polygon that were compiled as the survey 
progressed. 

Several invasive species management policies were reviewed and found to have 
common logical directives for removal priorities. Infestations were ranked 
according to the following qualities: 

• Fastest growing, most productive 
• Least established but potentially threatening 
• Most disruptive to sensitive habitat 
• Most opportw1e seeding and dispersal potential 

Priority and Remediation Effort Required was determined on a site by site basis, 
based on the management principles above. 

3.3 Geographic Information System 
Polygon boundaries were hand drawn onto scaled air photos as the survey took 
place, and were later digitized 'on-screen' into an ArcView GIS theme. Field 
observations were then added to the theme's database. 

Polygons were assigned a number as they were created in the field. After 
amalgamation into the GIS, each polygon was assigned a unique identification 
number based on its zone and polygon number within that zone. 

These polygons were then queried for each of the target invasive species, and 
given a light, medium, or dense rating based on its distribution code as a first, 
second, third or forth dominant invasive. With this information, invasive species 
present at any relative dominance could be tracked and displayed across 
polygons and zones. Appendix IV contains a list and description of the fields 
used for the GIS theme. 

This GIS database is the working end of this Management Plan- it can be used to 
query the property for invasive infestations based on species, site limitations, 
suitability to vollmteer groups, and removal schedule. It can subsequently be 
used as a tool to record and track the removal efforts prescribed through this 
Plan. 
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4.0 Results 

4.1 General Observations on Distribution 
The d istribution of each invasive species followed their growing condition 
preferences. Seed dispersal patterns and methods for different species were also 
evident from the survey results. Scotch broom, which releases seeds from pods 
to be carried by people or w ildlife, was found along roads and paths. Daphne, 
holly and English ivy seeds dispersed by birds that have eaten their fruit, was 
evidenced by their prolific spread throughout the property. Patterns suggest 
birds initially consumed berries from garden or forest edge areas and then 
travelled to forest interior areas where seeds were deposited. 

A total182 hectares, approximately 80%, of the 229-hectare property was found 
to have some level of invasive species infestation. Table 4.1 summarizes the total 
area and percent of property where each invasive species was present. 

Table 4.1: Area of Invasive Infestation 
Species Total Area (hectares) Percentage of Property 

Area 
Daphne 163 ha 71 % 
Holly 156 ha 68% 
English ivy 76ha 33% 
Scotch broom 39 ha 17% 
Himalayan blackberry 26ha 11 % 
English Laurel 3 ha 1 % 
Gorse 0.063 ha 0.02% 

Fig ure 4.1 shows a species non-specific relative infestation level for the entire 
property 
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~·\ / 
/. \ / Trails . "' N Creeks and Drainage 

Figure 4.2: Infestation Levels 

4.2 Distribution of Individual Invasive Species 

4.2.1 Scotch Broom 

Within the Royal Roads property, extensive Scotch broom stands exist on several 
disturbed sites such as the former skeet range, the gravel pit and road margins. 
It is also found in forest openings where seeds have been carried along trails and 
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roads, and many other disturbed areas where sufficient sunlight is received. In 
addition, Scotch broom has also found its way into the few Garry oak stands that 
exist on the property. This is of particular concern, as Garry oak ecosystems are 
one of British Columbia's most valued and threatened ecosystems (Murray and 
Pinkham 2002). Figure 4.2.1 illustrates the general distribution of Scotch broom 
on the property 

~,:AMI!:! 

Dense 
;\ . 

/ \,/ Tl'lllll 

N Creeks and Dl'lllnage 

Figure 4.2.1: Scotch Broom Distribution, January 2003 
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4.2.2 Gorse 

Within the Royal Roads property, gorse is fOLmd in only one location. It occupies 
an approximate 633 square meter patch on the north end of parking lot 2, along 
the main entrance road to the campus. At present, the infestation is small and 
comprised of approximately 30 large mature flowering individuals as well as 
several juveniles and emerging seedlings. This stand has been slowly spreading 
along a disturbed slope where it is increasing its seed bank and distribution, 
despite periodic herbicide application over the past few years. Figure 4.2.2 
illustrates the location of this gorse infestation. 

O ught 
~Medium 
.. Dense 

/\./'Trails I ., 

"/'V Creeks and Drainage 

Scale 1: 2000 

Figure 4.2.2: Gorse Distribution, January 2003 
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4.2.3 Himalayan Blackberry 

Within the Royal Roads property, Himalayan blackberry appears most often in 
dense monotypic stands around wetland and poorly drained areas. It is 
established, but controlled along road edges and informally managed turf areas 
on the formal part of the campus. Figure 4.2.3 illustrates the general distribution 
of Himalayan blackberry on the property. 

/\ / 
/ \/ Trails 

N Creeks and Drainage 

Figure 4.2.3: Himalayan Blackberry Distribution, January 2003 
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4.2.4 English Ivy 

Within the Royal Roads property, English ivy is found sporadically under mixed 
canopy with a preference for forest edges, and is most prevalent within and 
closely surrounding the formal grounds. Figure 4.2.4 illustrates the general 
distribution of English ivy on the property. 

Scale 1: 12500 

Figure 4.2.4: English Ivy Distribution, January 2003 
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4.2.5 Dap hne 

Within the Royal Roads property, Daphne appears in varying distributions and 
densities throughout the entire area. It is found growing along forest edges, 
openings and paths, and under both partial and dense canopy. It can also be 
found in the formal gardens as well as near buildings and under large trees on 
the formal campus grounds. Several dense Daphne stands exist around the 
property where native vegetation has been completely displaced. Figure 4.2.5 
illustrates the general distribution of Daphne on the property. 

.. /\. // T rails . ... 
N Creeks and Drainage 

Figure 4.2.5: Daphne Distribution, January 2003 
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4.2.6 English Holly 

Holly is found throughout the campus from the far reaches of the forested lands 
to the formal grounds in varying sizes, distributions and densities. Holly does 
not form monotypic stands and generally is found sporadically, where one larger 
individual is closely surrounded by several smaller plants and emerging 
seedlings. Several large(> 10 metres) ornamentally grown and prolific berry 
producing holly can be found bordering gardens and roads around the Grant 
and Nixon buildings, as well as at the front entrance to the property. Figure 4.2.6 
illustrates the general distribution of holly on the property. 

/
1
\· •• / · Trails 
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N Creeks and Drainage 

Scale 1: 12500 

Figure 4.2.6: English Holly Distribution, January 2003 
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4.2.7 English Laurel 

English and Portuguese Laurels can be found on several sites in the formal 
grounds. Along Colwood Creek, English Laurels have been spreading into the 
forest from path and roadside hedge seed sources. Dispersal patterns along the 
creek outflow are evident, as large plants upstream are fo1lowed downstream by 
younger seedlings. The Laurels are colonizing the creek itself along its lower 
reaches, and large plants are continuing to spread seeds downstream and into 
the surrounding forest. Figure 4.2.6 illustrates the general distribution of English 
laurel on the property. 

·'·\ ~·~ 
/ \,/ Trails 

N Creeks and Drainage 

Scale 1:4011 

Figure 4.2.7: English Laurel Distribution, January 2003 
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4.3 Effort and Cost Calculation 
Effort required to remove various distributions of invasives was measured by 
two key factors: 

• Observed Ease of Movement ranking (Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor); and 
• Access (Excellent, Fair, Poor). 

For dense infestations that will require long-term removal efforts, a factor for 
'Remediation Effort Required' is also given, and is translated directly into a 
'Removal Schedule' detailed in section 5.3. 

These two fields were added to the GIS database as polygon attributes, and can 
be used adaptively to prescribe volunteer and other resources. 

Removal rates and costs were required for areas scheduled for priority removal. 
Priority areas consist of holly, Daphne and ivy distributions, and sample areas 
were used on the property to simulate removal methods over a 400m2 area. A 
base rate was calculated at 15 minutes for a 400m2 area, in light infestations with 
little access or terrain limitations. This rate translates as 26m2/minute for a 2-
person crew with little or no limitations on their efficiency. 

To simulate limitations, 10% of the base rate was subtracted from the base rate 
for each of the Ease of Movement and Access polygon ratings, not including the 
first rating of Excellent. This rate subtraction percentage is listed in the GIS 
theme table in the field 'Limit'. The new rate was used to project a time to 
complete each polygon. This time is listed in the GIS theme table in the field 
'Time', measured in hours. 

The scales for the fields Access and Ease of Movement are as follows: 
• Access: Excellent, Fair, Poor 
• Ease of Movement: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor 

For example, a polygon with Access and Remediation ratings of Poor and Fair 
would receive a Limit percentage of 30. 30% of the base rate of 26m2/min is 7.8, 
so the ne'v rate for the polygon is 18m2/min (26- 8 = 18). This rate is then used 
to calculate the time by dividing the polygon's area by the rate. 

With this information, limits to estimates of area that could be visited, along with 
labour requirements in the first year's budget, could be made. Priority polygons 
were queried for, and combined to meet the time requirements of 14 weeks. The 
first year of the Work Plan, in Appendix V, is the result of this calculation. 
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4.4 Budget 
Limits to the extent of removal prescriptions for year 1 were set by a budget 
prediction and labour effectiveness estimation. The yearly budget total of 
$20,000 was set for the labour of 2 technicians as well as for equipment purchases 
and training. This labour component is measured for the firs t year of the Work 
Plan, but could be used as an adaptive guide, which can be applied to volunteer 
labour groups in future projects. The calculation for a base unit of labour for 2 
technicians is detailed above in Section 4.3. An outline of the Budget can be 
found in Appendix VI. 

5.0 Discussion and Recommendations 
Any effective invasive management plan will have to be adaptive, as both the 
environmental and community climate will affect removal efforts. Weather can 
dictate method, timing and success of removal projects, and most of the work 
w ill depend on the availability of funding and volunteers. This management 
plan looks to foster participation and support for removal efforts, and 
recommends the establishment of one or more demonstration plots in high 
visibility areas on the campus aimed at raising awareness among learners, staff 
and the general public on removal initia tives. 

5.1 Removal Priority 
As discussed in Section 3.2: Invasive Classification, priority for removal was 
based on well-established practices in invasive species control. Priority was 
directed to areas where invasive species were found to be: 

• Fastest growing, most productive 
• Least established but potentially threatening 
• Most disruptive to sensitive habi tat 
• Most opportune seeding and dispersal potential 

The key directive 'to contain the established, dense infestations (as invasive material 
sources) by removing the new plants spreading from them, before moving on to attack the 
dense stands themselves', can be used to simplify and summarize these priorities. 

Removal priorities prescribed in this report reflect this d irective, and the firs t 
year work plan sets out several areas and point locations for immediate removal 
of new and spreading holly, Daphne and ivy infestations. Looking to the long 
term, this plan sets a schedule for the removal of dense infestation areas that will 
require high level of effort and various removal techniques to achieve desired 
results. Included in the first year plan is the establishment of a native plant 
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nursery, where cuttings of native shrubs will be taken to establish plant material 
for replanting efforts. 

5.1.1 General Points on Selection of Priority Areas 

Priority was also given to infestations that could be effectively controlled or most 
affected, by an initial removal visit in the first year of the work plan. Several 
areas have dense infestations, which will require many visits over a multi-year 
period, and are scheduled in this work plan to be systematically removed by 
volunteer groups. The solicitation of these volunteer groups is outside the scope 
of this particular project, but a commitment from such an organization is 
necessary before a large-scale removal schedule is initiated. For example, a light 
infestation of holly, which has the potential to become strongly established and 
to spread further into tminfested areas, would be a more effective use of a 
limited work force than the use of a smaller force on a large stand occupying an 
already infested area. 

As invasive species management is a long-term commitment, a clear 
understanding of the long term campus planning is essential. Spending effort in 
remediating one of the disturbed sites on campus, where future development 
projects are planned, would be a clear waste of volunteer time and effort. Sites 
deemed for future development could also be used for invasive plant material 
disposal and composting, if required. 

Sensitive areas on the property were identified and also given priority. Several 
Garry oak woodlands with varying degrees of infestations are scheduled for 
invasive removal, along with neighbouring Older Forest sections that are 
susceptible to the spread of Scotch broom and Daphne that currently infest the 
oak woodlands. 

The majority of the Royal Roads property is under heavy forest canopy 
dominated by Douglas-fir. This forest type is most at risk to further infestation 
by shade tolerant species including Daphne, holly and ivy. Light infestations of 
these species, along with individual plants in opportune seeding locations, have 
been identified as priority areas. 

The Work Plan in Appendix V outlines the removal schedules for low, medium 
and high priority areas. The accompanying GIS database was used to query for 
light infestations of priority species, as well as for significant invasive point 
features for the first year of the work plan. 

This plan will be adaptive by tracking and displaying the results of removal 
methods. Removal projects must be monitored and assessed for effectiveness, to 
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facilitate in appropriate management changes and removal technique 
improvements. It is recommended that the office of the Environmental 
Coordinator at Royal Roads University be responsible for the management of 
invasive species removal and utilize this plan and database to direct work parties 
as funding and volLmteer resources become available. Templates for recording 
and monitoring removal projects as well as and instructions for updating the GIS 
database have been included in this Management Plan. 

5.2 Recommended Removal Strategtj 
Within each of the following recommended strategies is an indication of the 
optimal time for removal. Removal can take place if necessary outside these 
dates, as long as no seeds are present on the plant. A matrix outlining the details 
of each recommended removal strategy can be found in Appendix VII. 

Removal schedules will often include replanting the removal site with native 
species. Replanting will draw from plant material obtained through the Native 
Plant Nursery component of this plan, discussed in Section 5.3. Selection of plant 
material will depend on the success of this nursery, which will be composed of 
tree, shrub and perennial plant species found on the Royal Roads property. The 
fundamentals of plant propagation falls outside the scope of this report, however 
much information about species and site selection for species is available. 

The City of Seattle's "Lincoln Park Vegetation Management Plant" (Davidson 
2002) conta ins summar ized information about native species microclimate 
habitat requirements, and would provide useful reference for native species 
replanting as it is required on a site by site basis. 

5.2.1 Scotch Broom 

The recommended methods for the control of Scotch broom are to: 
• Pull seedlings and smaller plants; 
• Cut larger individuals and apply an herbicide to the remaining stump; 
• Replant. 

When: Removal should be completed prior to or at the beginning of the 
flowering season. Flowering for Scotch broom begins in February and peaks in 
June. Optimal removal period is from November through May. 

How: Seedlings and smaller individuals ( < 0.5 m) can be pulled freehand. Tools 

such as the Root Talon or Weed Wrench can be used for smaller plants more 
difficult to pull. Regardless of which pulling method is used, it is important to 
ensure that plan ts are pulled slowly and when the groLmd is moist to ensure that 
the entire root system is removed and soil disturbance is kept to a minimum. 
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Root pieces that remain in the soil will re-sprout. If pulling causes too much soil 
disturbance, cutting should be done instead. 

Larger plants should be cut using loppers or a brush saw, with care taken to 
avoid disturbing the surrmmding soil. Scotch broom can re-sprout from the stem 
when cut, however this sprouting potential varies with plant age and the time of 
year that cutting takes place. Older broom plants have been fotmd to 
demonstrate little re-growth following cutting, and resprouts from plants with 
diameters less than 2.5 em are expected to be low when cut to ground level 
(Zielke et al. 1992). 

It is recommended that the cutting of older plants be done during time of 
maximum drought stress (Zielke et al. 1992). This conflicts with the 
recommendation of removal prior to or at the beginning of the flowering season 
when herbicide application will be most effective and seeds are not present. 

It is suggested, therefore, that an initial cutting take place prior to flowering with 
a second cutting if possible during the time of maximum drought to further 
minimize re-sprouting potential. The use of a brush saw, which often frays the 
stem, or damaging the stem with an axe following cutting can also minimize re
sprout. Release® should be applied immediately to cut stumps. The area should 
be monitored for resprouting every 2 to 6 months over the first year. 

The year following the initial removal of a stand will result in a high number of 
emerging seedlings, as shading from the original stand is absent and the 
surrounding soil is often disturbed. It is then imperative to continuously 
maintain the site by removing young seedlings as they emerge and to undertake 
a vigorous replanting strategy. 

Replanting: Scotch broom can only tolerate partial shading. Long-term control is 
dependant on a successful replanting strategy that establishes effective ground 
cover and an undesirable habitat for emerging broom seedlings. Using na tive 
grasses for initial planting on any sites disturbed by removal, shrubs, and trees 
for long term presence will be options for replanting broom sites. 

Replanting can be assessed on a site-by-site basis, based on the species that are 
already present in adjacent areas 

5.2.2 Gorse 

The recommended methods for the control of Gorse are to: 
• Pull seedlings and smaller individuals; 
• Cut larger individuals and apply an herbicide to the remaining stump 
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or remove the upper soil layer along with plants and roots to eliminate the 
seed bank; and 

• Replant. 

When: Removal should be completed prior to or at the beginning of the 

flowering season. For a few individuals, flowering can begin as early as 

September. This flowering continues tlu·ough the winter with increasing 

frequency until the peak is reached in May. Optimal removal period is 

November through April. 

How: There are two options available: 

Option 1: Seedlings and smaller individuals without extensive spine 
development can be pulled freehand. Tools such as the Root Talon or Weed 

Wrench can be used on smaller plants where spines make freehand pulling 

difficult. Regardless of which pulling method is used, it is important to ensure 

that plants are pulled slowly and when the ground is moist to ensure that the 

entire root system is removed and soil disturbance is kept to a minimum .. If 
pulling causes too much soil disturbance, cutting should be done instead. 

Larger plants should be cut using loppers or a brush saw with care taken to 

avoid disturbing the surrOtmding soil. Due to the spiny nature of Gorse and 

tendency to form dense multi-stemmed clumps, access to the stem can be 

difficult. To deal with this, simply reduce the plant with several cuts until the 
main stem(s) can be reached. 

Gorse stumps resprout profusely with sprouts appearing as early as 3 weeks 

after cutting (A. Robinson, pers. comm. 2003). It is recommended that the cutting 

of older plants be done during time of maximum drought stress (Zielke et al. 
1992). This conflicts with the recommendation of removal prior to or at the 

beginning of the flowering season when herbicide application will be most 

effective and seeds are not present. 

It is suggested; therefore, that an irdtial cutting take place prior to flowering with 

a second cutting if possible during the time of maximum drought to minimize re

sprouting potential. The use of a brush saw, which often frays the stem, or 

damaging the stem with an axe following cutting can also minimize re-sprout. 

Following cutting, stumps should be immediately treated with Release®. The 

area should be monitored for resprouts every 2 to 6 months over the first year. 

The year following initial removal will result in a high number of emerging 

seedlings, as shading from the original stand is removed, which increases sun 

availability, and the surrounding soil is often be disturbed. It is imperative to 
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continuously maintain the site by removing young seedlings as they emerge and 
to undertake a vigorous replanting strategy. 

Option 2: Since at this time only one small area on the property has been infested 
by Gorse, removal of the upper soil layer (approximately 1h foot) is an option that 
should be seriously considered. Most of the seed bank is present to this depth. 
Seed bank removal would effectively eliminate the presence of Gorse at that site. 
This would reduce the number of site revisits and seedling removal in the future. 
Plants along with root systems can be dug up and removed. Immediate 
replanting is recommended. 

Replanting: Gorse is shade intolerant; therefore, long-term control is dependant 
on a successful replanting strategy. The establishment of a healthy over story will 
create undesirable habitat for emerging seedlings. 

Following initial removat the area should be seeded with native grasses in order 
to cover any existing exposed soi l. Conifers along with native shrubs that thrive 
well in dry soil conditions should also be incorporated into the area. Replanting 
can be assessed on a site-by-site basis, based on the species that are already 
present in adjacent areas. 

Additional Information: Individuals involved in Gorse removal are advised to 
wear personal protective equipment such as goggles, 'prick proof' arm 
protecting gloves and heavy thread count outerwear to protect the body from 
thorn punctures. 

5.2.3 Himalayan Blackberry 

The recommended methods for the control of Himalayan blackberry are to: 
• Pull seedlings and smaller plants, including root ball; 
• Cut dense thickets; 
• Apply an herbicide to remaining stumps when not in close proximity to 

riparian habitat; and 
• Apply weed fabric and replant. 

When: Removal should take place when plants begin to flower as reserve food 
supplies are taxed and seeds have not yet been produced (Hoshovsky 1989). For 
Himalayan blackberry this begins as early as May and continues until August 
when fruit sets in. Optimal removal period is May through July. 

How: Using loppers, cut all vines back to 2-foot stubs. Cut stems into small 
pieces and leave on site or haul all intact vines away from the site so that they do 
notre-root themselves in the ground. Using pruning sheers cut the remaining 2-
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foot canes at right angles to the stem down to a 1-foot height. Immediate 
application Release® to fresh cuts can be considered for areas not in close 
proximity to riparian habitat. The area should be monitored for resprouts every 2 
to 6 months for the first year. 

Digging up the root ball can be done to ensure that the plant does not re-grow. 
This can be labour intensive and cause excess soil disturbance; however, root 
crowns and burls can remain viable for a long time if not removed. Digging up 
roots is only recommended where site sensitivity permits. 

Replanting: Replanting is key when removing a dense thicket. Blackberry is 
shade intolerant and if a sufficient canopy cover is established, growth will be 
limited. Native plants often cannot establish themselves fast enough following 
removal to compete with blackberry re-growth in areas where a herbicide has 
not been applied. One option here is to do an initial cut when flowering 
commences, followed by a second cut in late summer. The area should be 
immediately covered with a heavy weed fabric and firmly attach to the ground. 
In the fall, the area should be replanted by cutting slits in the fabric. Replanting 
with fast growing, successional tree and shrub species such as red alder (Ulnus 
rubra) or oceanspray (Holodiscus discolor) can be used to establish quick canopy 
over removal sites. Once the weed fabric is removed, after two to three years, 
any re-sprouts should be pulled and a layer of mulch applied. The area should be 
monitored for re-sprouts every 2 to 6 months over the firs t year after weed fabric 
removal. 

Additional Information: One concern with the complete removal of large a 
blackberry thicket is the loss of wildlife habitat. To minimize this impact, cutting 
should occur as late as possible during the optimal removal times suggested 
above and should be done incrementally if possible, paying close a ttention to 
avoid any sensitive areas (e.g., active nest sites). If desired, wildlife habitat could 
be enhanced in an adjacent area to compensate for the loss. 

5.2.4 English Ivy 

The recommended methods for the control of English ivy are to: 
• Pull seedlings and juvenile plants growing along the ground; and 
• Cut larger individuals growing on trees and apply an herbicide to the 

remaining stump. 

When: Removal can take place during any time of the year. 

How: Ivy found growing along the ground should be lifted and then pulled 
gently, but not yanked. Care must be taken not to disturb the surrounding soil 
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and vegetation. It is critical that as much of the root system as possible is 
removed, as ivy will resprout from roots left behind. The locations where ivy has 
been pulled from the ground must be accurately documented for future 
monitoring of resprouting. 

When ivy is found growing on trees, the main stem should be cut close to the 
ground with a second cut at breast height. The diameter of the ivy trunk will 
dictate whether the use of a saw or loppers is appropriate. The remaining stump 
should be immediately painted with Release®. Vines growing up the tree should 
be left to decay and can be removed at a later date once they are dry and brittle. 

All ivy that is pulled must be removed from the site as stems and root pieces 
may re-establish to form a new plant. Cuttings should be taken to a location 
where they can be left to dry, and should be reduced to very small pieces, if 
possible. 

Additional information: English ivy is considered mildly toxic. Leaves and 
berries contain the glycoside hederagenin, which can cause vomiting, diarrhea, 
weakness, difficulty breathing and coma if a large enough quantity is consumed. 
In addition, contact with skin can cause dermatitis in some individuals. It is 
important that, when removing, ivy workers wear gloves, a long sleeved shirt 
and long pants, and avoid eating with unwashed hands. 

5.2.5 Daphne 

The best methods for the removal of Daphne are to: 
• Hand pull plants of all sizes; and 
• Cut larger individuals or those forming dense monotypic stands, where 

removal will result in excess soil disturbance, then apply an herbicide to 
the remaining stump. 

When: Removal should be completed prior to, or at the beginning of the 
flowering season from Late December to April. Optimum removal period is 
November through March. 

How: Most Daphne, from seedlings through to older individuals, can be pulled 
freehand. A Root Talon or Weed Wrench should be kept on hand for plants that 
are difficult to pull. It is important to ensure that plants are pulled slowly and 
when the ground is moist to ensure that the entire root system is removed and 
soil disturbance is kept to a minimum. 
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For dense monotypic Daphne stands there are two options. The choice of 
removal should be guided by size and density of infestation. The options are as 
follows: 

1. All plants in the stand should be pulled. This would cause a great degree 
of soil disturbance encouraging seed germination. Monitoring of the area 
should take place every 2 to 6 months for the first year to remove 
seedlings. This method would allow depletion of the seed bank, but is 
more labour and time intensive; or 

2. All individuals should be cut at or near the ground. Release® should be 
applied immediately to fresh cuts and the area should be monitored for 
resprouts every 2 to 6 months for the first year. 

Large quantities of Daphne from dense stands should be removed from the site, 
as they can have toxic effects on the soil. Plant material can be taken out to a 
central site and then disposed of in a landfill, or compost facility 

The year following initial removal will result in a high number of emerging 
seedlings as shading from the original stand is removed (increasing sun 
availability) and the surrounding soil is disturbed. It is imperative to 
continuously maintain the site by removing young seedlings as they emerge and 
to undertake a vigorous replanting strategy. 

Replanting: Replanting can be assessed on a site-by-site basis based on the 
species that are already present in adjacent areas. 

Additional Information: All parts of the Daplu1e plant contain toxins including 
Mezerein, an acrid resin that can cause severe skin irritation and Daphnin, a 
bitter poisonous glycoside. Persons involved in Daphne removal should wear 
gloves and long sleeved clothing and avoid eating with unwashed hands. 

5.2.6 English Holly 

The best methods for the elimination holly are to: 
• Hand pull seedlings and smaller individuals; 
• Cut larger individuals and apply an herbicide to the remaining stump; 

and 
• Girdle larger trees and apply an herbicide to the cut. 

When: Removal should be completed prior to or at the beginning of the 
flowering season from May to August. Optimum removal period is November 
through May. 
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How: Seedlings and smaller ( < 0.5 m) individuals can be pulled freehand. The 
use of a Root Talon or a Weed Wrench is desirable for larger plants (0.5 to 1.5 m) 
as leaves are pointy making stem access difficult. In addition, larger individuals 
can be difficult to pull freehand. Regardless of which pulling method is used, it 
is important to ensure that plants are pulled slowly and when the ground is 
moist to ensure that the entire root system is removed and soil disturbance is 
kept to a minimum. Root pieces that remain in the soil will re-sprout. 

Several holly individuals on the Royal Roads property are in excess of 2m in 
height. They should be cut using loppers, brush saw or chainsaw, and the 
stumps should be immediately treated with Release®. Holly material should be 
left on site and allowed to decay. 

Several large holly trees are also present on the property with large trunks and 
are in excess of 10m tall. Girdling followed by immediate application of Release® 
to the cut should be conducted. 

Replanting: Since holly generally occurs sporadically over large areas from seed 
dispersal and does not form dense monotypic stands, replanting is often not 
necessary. Where necessary, Replanting can be assessed on a site-by-site basis 
based on the species that are already present in adjacent areas. 

5.3 Five-Year Management Plan 

5.3.1 Time Line 

The timeline, or Work Plan for removal of selected invasive infestations is based 
on the priorities discussed in Section 5.1: Removal Priority. 

The long-term plan for invasive species management at Royal Roads will 
necessitate the start-up of some key components in the first year to support 
removal methods: 

• development of volunteer infrastructure 
• arrangements for storage and disposal of removed plant material 
• acquisition of tools 
• establishment of a native plant nursery, on or off-site. 

The Budget in Section 4.4 details costs involved in the start-up of a two-person 
crew contract for 14 weeks. In this time frame, the technicians would begin 
priority removal projects on the property, and work towards removing invasive 
species over an estimated area. They would monitor, and gauge progress and 
effort to enhance existing effort and cost prediction measurements. An effort 
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and cost calculation based on observations during the mapping survey is 
included in the following section. 

During Year 1, technicians would work with the Environmental Coordinator's 
office to establish these start-up projects. Volunteers, basic nursery supplies, and 
the use of power tools such as brush saws and chainsaws, can be solicited from 
the University community and invasive species removal networks in the region. 
A contact list is included in Appendix VIII. 

Years 2 through 5 would mark the beginning of removal projects for areas with 
less priority, with follow up visits for the previous year's project locations. 

5.3.2 Documentation and Record Keeping 

Accurate documentation and record keeping is key to evaluating the 
effectiveness of removal efforts. Following removal of invasive species from a 
polygon, a number of details must be recorded: 

• Date and location of removal 
• Invasive distribution before/ after removal 
• Herbicide application details 
• Removal techniques used 
• Number of people involved 
• Time spent on removal 
• Comments on disposal details, challenges and successes within that area, 

alterations to technique and any other pertinent information 
• Follow up date 

Appendix IX provides a recommended template for this component. 

Details recorded during removal efforts must be transferred as updates to the 
Invasive Species GIS theme, allowing them to be queried from the database. For 
example, infestations can be queried for their date of last visit, or visits from 
specific contractors or volw1teer groups. 

5.3.3 Site Follow up and Monitoring 

All areas require continued periodic monitoring and, in most cases, follow-up 
removal after the initial site visit. The type of removal efforts completed in an 
area will dictate what type of additional work is required. Accurate records 
must be kept on what work has been done. Appendix X provides a 
recommended template for this component. 
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The following provides general guidelines on what type of methods a removal 
schedule would consist of for various infestation levels. These categories have 
been added to the GIS database in the field 'Schedules' and, although they have 
been used to create this project's Work Plan, these Schedules can be queried for 
when prescribing work outside of the 5-year plan. Removal and remediation 
work can be tracked as components of the Schedules. The date, extent covered 
and observations made must be recorded and a future date should be set in the 
Logs for the next site visit. 

Light Infestation, Low Effort Required (Schedule A) 
This generally includes light infestation polygons where holly and Daphne are 
present in low numbers. 

First Visit 
• Hand pulling of yow1g plants and spreading seedlings 
• May entail some cutting with loppers and saws, or herbicide application 

for sporadic mature plants. 
Second Visit 

• Visual inventory and removal of any emerging seedlings. 

Moderate Effort Required (Schedule B) 
These areas include medium infestations, with patches or individuals possessing 
seedbank or re-growth potential. 

First Visit 
• Invasive removat including hand and mechanical pulling, use of loppers 

and saws, girdling and herbicide application. 
• Disposal of invasive plant material 

Second Visit 
• Pull emergent seedlings to deplete seedbank 
• Check cuts and herbicide application sites for re-growth. 
• Assess method effectiveness 
• Prescribe next step, if any: mulching, replanting 

Third Visit 
• Revisit and evaluate 
• Conduct further remediation plans prescribed from previous visit 

Considerable Effort Required (Schedule C) 
These areas include long established dense infestations, often on disturbed sites. 
Long term planning for the site will be important, as full remediation will be 
required for these sites. Volunteer commitment will also be essential. 
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First Visit 
• Removal of invasive species with power equipment and mechanical 

methods; 
• Herbicide Applications where necessary, possibly on large scale; 
• Volunteer labour force for removal and disposal of plant material; 
• Possible chipper on site. 

Second Visit 
• Pull emergent seedlings to deplete seedbank; 
• Check for re-growth of cut stems and herbicide application; 
• Possible visit in same year if conditions are opportune (i.e. period of 

drought when plants are already stressed); 
• Removal of soil possessing invasive seedbank. 

Third Visit 
• Revisit and evaluate methods; 
• Continue to deplete existing seedbank as above; 
• Check for re-growth of cut stems and herbicide application; 
• Apply soil remediation methods: mulching, weed mats; 
• Replant with native plant material where conditions are opportune. 

Fourth Visit 
• Evaluate progress and methods; 
• Continue with, or correct remediation projects: maintenance of native; 

plantings, further seedbank depletion as above. 
Fifth Visit 

• Further maintenance of remediation projects on site (e.g., maintenance of 
native plantings). 

5.3.4 Demonstration Plot 
It is recommended that Royal Roads create a demonstration plot aimed at raising 
awareness among learners, staff and the general public on invasive species 
removal initiatives around campus. A large portion of removal efforts will take 
place in areas rarely frequented or even seen by the average campus visitor or 
community member; however, the p lacement of a demonstration plot in an area 
of higher foot traffic would allow education on invasive species and their 
removal on campus through continued interaction. 

The area recommended for this demonstration plot is the forested block between 
Library Road and College Drive. At present this area is h ighly infested and 
possesses a number of the target species on campus including Himalayan 
blackberry, holly, Daphne, English ivy and Scotch broom. It is also an area that 
experiences a high volume of adjacent foot traffic therefore maximizing exposure 
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to the public. A map detailing the location for this demonstration plot can be 
fm.md in Appendix XI. 
Possible activities for this plot include: 

• Display of photo point monitoring of plot; 
• Invasive species interpretive signage; 
• Experimental method demonstration; 
• Community I stewardship training and participation in invasive species 

control. 

The acquisition of volunteers is an important component of each year's removal 
plan and will require a substantial amount of time on behalf of the removal 
coordinator. This demonstration plot could be used as a medium to solicit 
volunteer help. 

Due to the highly infested nature of this area, removal should be done 
incrementally, and (potentially) on a species-by-species basis. Removal 
techniques should follow the recommended removal methods outlined in Section 
5.2: Recommended Removal Strategy. 

5.3.5 Volunteers 

Due to the size of the Royal Roads property and the degree of infestation at this 
time, volunteers are a key component in the success of this Management Plan. In 
addition, paid contracted work for invasive removal will not be conducted year 
round and efforts using contractors must therefore be maximized during 
optimum removal times. 

A number of different areas can be solicited for volunteer help including: 
• Local citizens and adjacent property owners; 
• Local businesses; 
• Non-profit organizations; 
• Royal Roads learners and staff; and/ or 
• Existing and potential user groups. 

Volunteer coordination will require continued efforts throughout the duration of 
each year's removal efforts. A number of initial public outreach and awareness 
campaigns can be conducted to coincide with voltmteer solicitation, such as: 

• Newspaper articles; 
• Campus signage and information networks, including entrance 

greeting sign and University website; 
• Adjacent and community landowner outreach; and/ or 
• Site use agreements with existing and future user groups of the 

property (e.g., Rocky Point Bird Observatory, Victoria Natural History 
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Society, Victoria Field Naturalis ts, school groups) -issue of permits or 
privileges in exchange for volunteer labour 

Identifying appropriate areas for volunteer removal will be dictated by a number 
of factors, which include: 

• Group size; 
• Terrain difficulty and ease of movement; 
• Presence of safety concerns such as hazardous trees; 
• Previous experience in invasive plant removal; 
• Plant identification skills; and 
• Proficiency with tools such as brush saws, loppers and weed pullers. 

Volunteer group size will have to be managed to meet site sensitivity and to 
monitor and control their impact on native and undisturbed sites. 

Terrain difficulty and ease of movement is an important consideration as 
volunteer group safety is of utmost importance. A number of areas on the 
campus possess steep slopes or have high a high density of ground debris, which 
can make movement awkward. Group comfort level and experience in moving 
through forested areas will dictate which areas will be tackled. Steep and 
dangerous terrain should be avoided altogether, and removal coordination 
should maintain contact with University Grounds staff to keep informed of forest 
hazards and designated 'No Work Zones'. 

Experience in invasive plant removal will also dictate which areas are suitable for 
volunteer help. It is anticipated that there will be three broad types of volunteer 
groups. Invasive species polygons have also been assessed for volunteer 
suitability, and classifications have been added to each polygon's GIS theme 
table in the field 'Volunteer'. This classification can be queried to find suitable 
locations for different volunteer groups. Volunteer groups can be assessed and 
ranked into the following types: 

Type 1: 
• Experience in invasive removal 
• Have plant identific::ttion ski lls 
• Require little instruction 
• Can work unsupervised 
• Experience with all tool types 
• Unrestricted by terrain 

Type 2: 
• Limited experience in invasive removal 
• Some plant identification skills 
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• Require moderate instruction and supervision 
• Limited experience with tools 
• Some terrain I physical limitations 

Type3: 
• Little to no experience in invasive removal 
• Little to no plant identification skills 
• Require instruction and additional education on invasives 
• Requi re monitoring and supervision through the duration of the 

removal to ensure safety and quality 
• Little to no experience with tools 
• Restricted by terrain I physical limitations 

In most cases where volunteers will be cutting invasive plants, herbicide 
application will be required. Most herbicide application must be completed 
within 20 minutes of making a fresh cut and, therefore, care must be taken that 
volunteers are not exposed . Application must only be done by certified 
individuals. 

Volunteers must adhere to safety guidelines established by Royal Roads, and 
project coordinators should be aware of current University commwucation and 
emergency procedures. Workers are required to wear hi-visibility vests, 
appropriate foot wear, gloves, long-sleeved shirts and pants. In addition, hard 
hats and safety goggles should be worn in areas of dense vegetation and in areas 
of dense canopy. 

Although volunteers are covered under Royal Roads insurance policy, an 
organized approach to safety is imperative and a consent form prior to engaging 
in any work on the property is recommended. Although all precautions must be 
taken to ensure worker safety, the nature of the forested terrain can increase the 
risk of minor injuries. It is recommended that removal coordinators have basic 
first aid skills, and that first aid resources are made available to volunteers. 

5.3.6 Native Plant Nursery 

Established infestations or areas at risk to continuing spread will often have to be 
replanted with native species to prevent future infestation. Tlus will require 
native plant material, which is readily available on the RRU property. Cuttings 
from suitable species can be taken in the first year of the Work Plan, and then 
stored on-site for future use. 

Support for this project may be fOLmd from witlun the existing Royal Roads 
community and Camosun College horticultural facilities on site, as well as from 
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the campus community garden or with restoration organizations and programs 
that may be interested in getting involved on the site. 

Many resources exist concerning the propagation of native species from cuttings 
and the timing of such should be planned appropriately. The organization of 
resources for a nursery has been incorporated into the start-up year of this 

project. 

5.3.7 Work Plan as an Adaptive Tool 

The 5-year Work Plan is based on prioritized infestations on the RRU property, 
and is detailed in Appendix VI. Only the first-year time and effort estimates 
have been provided, as it prescribes removal on relatively consistent infestation 
types and terrain. This can be used as a guide for subsequent years. Each year's 
plan consists of addressing various types of infestations to allow for different 
types of available labour pools, and requires adaptation to the successes and 
failures of previous years. 

Work plans can be created from polygon attributes assessed and recorded in the 
GIS theme for invasives (RRU_invasives.shp). Removal coordinators can query 
for Access, Movement Limitations, Volunteer ratings, suggested Year for 

removal as well as general removal Schedule. Explanation of these fields and 
use of the GIS theme is detailed in Appendix IV, GIS Metadata. 
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6.0 Conclusions 
Management and removal of invasive plant species on the Royal Roads property 
is a long-term commitment. Invasive species are drastically altering the 
ecological and cultural landscape of the property, and organized removal efforts 
should begin as soon as possible. This report and Work Plan for the first five 
years detail the existing infestations on campus and provide management and 
removal prescriptions and options. The GIS can be used as a monitoring tool, as 
well as for creating removal prescriptions and plans. 

Cost and effort calculations have been estimated; however, there will be 
improvements on these figures as work projects are conducted and various 
methods are gauged and evaluated. The Department of National Defence and 
Royal Roads University are in a unique position, not only to stop the spread of 
invasive species on the Royal Roads property, but also to become leaders in 
invasive species management issues. 
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Appendix 1: Summary of Current Research on the Property 
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ECOLOGY, BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF 
INVASIVE PLANTS ON FEDERAL LANDS NEAR 

VICTORIA, B.C 

R. Prasad, J. Sargent, J. Benner and S. Singh 
Pacific Forestry Centre, 506 West Burnside Road, Victoria V8Z 1M5 

RPrasad@pfc.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca 

Abstract: Gorse, Scotch broom, Daphne, and English Ivy are prominent, invasive 
plants that pose a serious threat to Garry oak and associated ecosystems. These 
plants colonize disturbed areas quickly, are persistent and difficult to eradicate, 
form dense monospecific stands that suppress and inhibit the growth of native 
plants, and ultimately have the ability to arrest forest succession. Several federal 
departments including the Dept. of Environment, Dept. of National Defence, 
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, Dept. of Indian Affairs, and Parks Canada have 
expressed concern regarding the rapid incursion, adverse impacts and arrest of 
these invasive plants. With a grant from With grants from the Federal 
Interdepartmental Recovery Fund (Environment Canada, Parks Canada and 
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans), and the Dept. of National Defence, Dr. Raj Prasad 
at the Pacific Forestry Centre has been conducting research to examine the 
population dynamics, phenology and control of these invasive plants on federal 
lands near Victoria, BC. Of the several methods of control including manual 
cutting, application of a registered herbicide (Release), a bioherbicide 
(Chondrostereum purpureum) and plastic mulch, it was found that few treatments 
(mulch and herbicide) confer 100% effectiveness on resprouting behaviour. The 
bioherbicide produced a variable response and manual cutting was least 
effective. A prospective bioagent was isolated from Daphne and preliminary 
results, under laboratory and greenhouse conditions, suggest that it may hold 
great potential for control. Continued and additional research is necessary to 
determine the effectiveness of the different control treatments over a period of 
years. Details of these findings were presented and discussed at the Garry Oak 
Ecosystem Recovery Team Colloquium held at Pacific Forestry Centre in 
February 2003. 
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Ivy Tree Plots 
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ECOLOGICAL MONITORING ASSESSMENT NETWORK 
VEGETATION MONITORING AT 

ROYAL ROADS UNIVERSITY 

Jennifer Bailey, B.Sc. 
Centre for Economic Development and Applied Research, 

Royal Roads University, 2001 Sooke Rd, Victoria, BC V9B 5Y2 

Abstract: The presence of introduced species was inventoried and the effect on 
community biological diversity was examined in selected forested sites at Royal 
Roads University. The sites occur within the endangered Coastal Douglas-fir 

biogeoclimatic zone on southern Vancouver Island. Two long-term 1-ha study 
plots were established within the periphery, in areas with human activity. Four 
modified 20 m2 plots were also established in the relatively undisturbed interior 
forest for comparison. A 1-ha plot at Rocky Point was used as a control site. 

Percent cover of ground vegetation was determined within 128 randomly placed 
1 m2 permanent vegetation plots nested within the study sites. No significant 
correlation was found between biological diversity (Shannon index) and percent 
introduced species. The presence of introduced species, however, was 
significantly grea ter within the periphery plots with the greatest presence found 
along the disturbed edges up to 79% cover on average, particularly Daphne 
/aureola, Agrostis capillaries, and Holcus /anatus. Introduced species were also 

detected in the interior forest sites (average 3.4% cover), which suggest the need 
for a more effective invasive species management plan. The broader 
implications of introduced species invasion with respect to ecosystem 
management issues and restoration initiatives are discussed. 
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Appendix II: Distribution Codes 
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The following Distribution Codes were adopted from the B.C. Government 
Ministry of Forests guidelines for Describing Ecosystems in the Field. 
Distribution codes are found in the vegetation mapping guidelines of this 
document, and are used for describing spatial distribution patterns of plant 
species found in a 400m2 plot. Estimation of plant patterns and numbers were 
made visually while conducting the mapping survey. 

Codes and descriptions used were as follows: 

Code Description No. plants in 400m2 
1 Rare individual, single occurance 1 
2 A few sporadically occurring individuals 2-5 
3 A single patch or clump of a species 1 patch (<25% of plot) 
4 Several sporadically occurring individuals >=6 
5 A few patches of clumps of a species 2-5 patches, each <25% of 

plot 
6 Several well-spaced patches or clumps >=6 patches, each < 25% 

of plot 
7 Continuous uniform occurrence of well Many 

spaced individuals 
8 Continuous occurrence of a species with a many 

few gaps in the distribution 
9 Continuous dense occurrence of a species many 

These codes were used to measure Infestation Level, which is used to display 
relative infestation levels of low, medium and dense. 

• Codes 1-3 = Low 
• Codes 4 - 6 = Medium 
• Codes 7 - 9 = Dense 

Examples of different levels of infestation are illustrated in the following photos: 
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Light 

Medium 

Dense 
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Appendix III: Polygon Descriptions 
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Zonel 
Poly 11: 
Description: Holly and Daplu1e growing in mixed age stands, many seedlings and self-seeding 
clumps, growing under healthy canopy. Limited native understory. 
Recommendation: Seeding plants should be removed before seedbed is further established in 
forest interior. Easy pulling in loose soil. Herbicide will be required for control of larger Holly. 

Polyl2: 
Description: Decreasing Holly and Daplme from area on north side of trail as canopy increases. 
Recommendation: Holly and Daphne are spreading but can be easily pulled and accessed to cut. 

Poly13: 
Description: Dense broom stand growing along both sides of road, spreading into forest areas. 
Recommendation: Wi ll require consistent removal visits; include with broader scale broom 
removal in zone or campus. 

Poly14: 
Description: Dense stands of mixed age class Holly growing in mature forest with mixed 
understory. 
Recommendation: Remove Holly to prevent further spread. Young plants pull easy; herbicide 
application for larger plants. 

PolylS: 
Description: Young Holly growing in blow down area. Rapidly spreading along edges of forest 
opening. 
Recommendation: Remove ASAP to prevent further spread into less infested surrounding area. 

Poly16: 
Description: Holly and Daphne stand growing in slight depression, in openings on approach to 
road opening and gravel pit. 
Recommendation: Remove both species to prevent self-seeding in enclosed area. 

Poly17: 
Description: broom stand growing in road opening on entrance to gravel pit. 
Recommendation: Stand will help spread broom into opportune forest openings. Remove in 
conjunction with larger broom removal efforts in gravel pit or surrounding areas. 

Poly18: 
Description: Dense mixed age class Holly growing in forest to top of escarpment. 
Recommendation: Holly is rapidly spread ing- remove ASAP. 

Poly119: 
Description: Thick patches of mixed age Holly and Daphne growing throughout poly. Tall 
native shrubs. 
Recommendation: Begin removal before stands further establish and spread. High shrubs and 
ferns will limit movement and access to invasives. 

PolyllO: 
Description: Dense stands of broom growing in the open in and around the gravel pit. Well 
established plants growing on unstable slopes with little native vegetation. 
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Recommendation: Removal in conjunction with la rger site rehabi litation. Remove mature plants 
from nea r edges of forest to prevent spread into forest openings and along paths. 

Polylll: 
Description: Thick native forest vegetation, high shrubs with dense patches of Holly and 
Daphne. Some steep slopes along series of undulating dra inage pattern. Many paths and deer 
trail through these small 'valleys' . 
Recommendation: Well established spreading stand of Holly. Remove large individuals as soon 
as possible, use herbicide applications on large stems. 

Poly112: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and Daphne growing a long slopes up to road and broom 
stand on fo rest edge. 
Recommendation: Remove to prevent further establishment and spread . Enhance native 
vegetation a long edge of poly towards road and forest opening. 

Poly113: 
Description: Thick stands of broom and Da phne growing consistently a long road and spread ing 
into forest openings a long road. Garry oaks g rowing in pa tches lead ing to stand on S-W com er 
of property. 
Recommendation: Begin removal of invasives from Garry oak a reas early in plan to coincide with 
subsequent replanting and Garry oak restoration. 

Poly116: 
Description: Dense blackberry stands growing in poorly drained area in openings and along 
road. 
Recommendation: Control blackberry spread until remedia tion plan is made: possible site for 
mulching. 

Poly117: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and Daphne growing in openings around Alders and cedars 
on bottom of esca rpment. Sma ll wetlands with tall native shrubs and fe rns spreading along 
poorly drained toe of esca rpment. Lots of standing and down deadwood . Upper escarpment has 
same distribution growing in mixed fo rest and edge a long esca rpment crest. 
Recommendation: Removal of large holly will require persistent pruning and pulling, as riparian 
area will limi t he rbicide use. Slope stability will limit some pu ll ing. Access is limited by 
esca rpment. 

Poly118: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and Daphne growing unde r li miting canopy of fi r and cedar. 
Small forest block houses aviAN plots. 
Recommendation: Removal coordinated with monitoring programs. 

Poly119: 
Description: Dense Boom growing in opening on slight rise above wetland area . 
Recommendation: Stand is extension of larger infesta tion in neighbouring field , but specifically 
threatening to small corner forest block. Priori ty remova l before neighbouring broom field, or 
coordinated later with larger broom program for zone or property. 

Poly120: 
Description: blackberry and Ivy growing in Alder stand. Severa l lvy trees and patches of 
consistent ground cover spreading in openings. 
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Recommendation: Priority removal of Ivy to prevent problem infestation in opportw1e sight. 
blackberry will limit removal efforts. 

Poly121: 
Description: Mixed age stand patd1es of Holly and Daphne growing along southern portion of 
escarpment toe and into mature forest on south portion of escarpment. 
Recommendation: Begin removal of invasive stands to prevent further establishment. Access 
and movement limitations necessitate capable removal crew. 

Poly122: 
Description: Holly and Daphne stands stratified along undulating ridges of drainage valleys 
sloping down towards road. Invasives competing with healthy native understory, with Daphne 
growing on the brighter tops of the contours and dense self seeding patches growing in the 
bottom of the valleys. Some Holly growing tall under mature forest approaching Heatherbell exit 
corner of property. 
Recommendation: Begin remova l of mature and productive Holly using herbicide when 
opportune, with plans for revisit and further pulling in area. Tall shrubs limit movement a long 
stretches of moderate slopes in some areas. 

Zone2 
Poly21: 
Description: Polygon is a thin strip that extends along fence next to Heather bell Road. broom is 
dominant with a few sporadica lly occurring holly plants. 
Recommendation: Future remova l to prevent spread of broom 

Poly 22: 
Description: Holly is dominant with several well spaces ind ividua ls and clumps. Daphne 
occurring to a lesser extent throughout. Numbers increase as you head north towa rds Polygon 3. 

Poly23: 
Description: Holly is dominant and present as continuous well-spaced individ uals. Several 
sporad ically occurring Daphne are also present. 

Poly24: 
Description: Small, highly productive Daphne patch. 

Poly25: 
Description: Severa l sporadically occurring Holly and Daphne. Several wet areas impede 
movement. 

Poly26: 
Description: broom dominant with some Daphne and Holly found throughout. 

Poly27 
Description: Polygon is a large open field . broom is dominant with density decreasing as you 
move closer to the road. Several blackberry patches are present and occur arou nd polygon 
perimeter. 

Poly28: 
Description: Holly occurs throughout with density increased around margins. Daphne, broom 
and Ivy occur sporadica lly throughout. Polygon is wet with a high density of Salmonberry. 
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Poly29: 
Description: Conifer density and canopy increases in this polygon. Light distribution of Holly 
and Daphne found throughout. Sitka Spruce present. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal, as area is riparian and unique within this zone. 

Poly210: 
Description: Polygon is a small patch of broom containing sporadically occurring blackberry that 
is directly adjacent to Esquimalt lagoon. 
Recommendation: Should consider removal of broom to avoid spread along open canopy 
shorel ine. 

Poly211: 
Description: Polygon is a dense blackberry thicket with a few sporadica lly occurring Holly 
indiv iduals. 
Recon1mendation: Shou ld consider removal to avoid spread a long the open canopy shoreline. 

Poly212: 
Description: Holly is dominant throughout occurring in patches and sporadic individuals. 
Several large Holly plants are present. Several Ivy trees present. Polygon is wet with a high 
density of Salmonberry. 

Poly213: 
Description: Number of conifers and canopy closure increases. Daphne and Holly found 
sporadically throughout. blackberry present sporadically along roadside. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of invasives. Area is riparian and unique in this area. 

Poly214: 
Description: Polygon stretches along road. blackberry, Holly and Daphne occur throughout in 
patches and sporadic individuals. blackberry density and patch size increases as near perimeter 
of Polygon 13. Several Ivy trees present. 
Recommendation: Immediate remova l of Ivy. 

Poly215: 
Description: Holly is dominant and occurs throughout. Several older Holly plants present. 
Severa l Ivy trees present. Polygon is wet with high density of Sa lmonberry. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of Ivy. 

Poly216: 
Description: Holly is dominant and occurs throughout. Several older Holly plants present. 
Several Ivy trees present. Polygon is wet with high density of Salmonberry. 
RccommcnJalion: lmiHediate removal of Ivy. 

Poly217: 
Description: Several sporadically occurring Holly present throughout. Several older Holly plants. 
Daphne also present to a lesser extent. A few sporadically occurring blackberry canes are 
scattered throughout. A few Ivy trees present. Polygon is wet with a high density of 
Sa lmonberry. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of Ivy as well as sporadically occurring blackberry to 
prevent further spread. 
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Poly218: 
Description: Several well-spaced patches of blackberry. Holly and Daphne found sporadically 
throughout. Area is more open a grassy with defined drainage channels however still very wet in 
areas. Polygon is conducive to further blackberry spread due to more open nature and current 
level of invasion. 

Poly219: 
Description: Polygon stre tches along roadside. blackberry is dominant occurring continuously 
throughout. There is evidence of blackberry cutting directly adjacent to the road. broom and 
Daplu1e occur in sporadic patches throughout. 
Recommendation: Continue cutting of blackberry. 

Poly220: 
Description: Holly and Daphne present in patches. Ivy tree present. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of Ivy. 

Poly221: 
Description: Polygon is a dense blackberry thicket with a path stretching through the middle. 
broom is present in patches. A few Daphne individuals are found throughout. 

Zone3 
Poly31: 
Description: Recently d isturbed edge of forest, between fence and path. Extensive broom has 
been cut to where the previous road began. Many broom seedlings emerging along with native 
plant regeneration. Daphne and Holly growing in opportune locations along strip. 
Recommendation: Remove mature broom and establish sched ule for return visits. Considerable 
removal effort has already occurred during new fence construction- use it as start of larger 
broom removal effort. 

Poly32: 
Descrip tion: Mixed age class individuals and small patches of Holly and Daphne. Some 
emergent Ivy found sporadically. Healthy native understory. 
Recommendation: Remove invasives ea rly to protect relatively un-infested area. 

Poly33: 
Description: Dense stands of Holly and Daphne growing under good canopy. Tall native shrubs 
limiting spread, but many seed ling age Holly growing in clearings. 
Recommendation: Remove young invasives before they are further established. 

Poly34: 
Description: Tall broom, Holly and Daphne competing with taller native shrubs in increasingly 
open forest block. Root Rot area with many large trees on ground and suspended on each other. 
Hazard Area. 
Recommendation: Any remova l e fforts in this zone should be coord inated with hazard tree 
m.anagement. Priority removal would be Holly, in conjunction with broader Holly removal 
efforts. 

Poly35: 
Description: Dense broom growing in openings and disturbed areas along road and path, 
spread ing into openings in root rot zone. 
Recommendation: Remove broom in conjunction with property wide removal schedule. 
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Poly36: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and Daphne spreading into Ceda r and Fir canopy forest. 
Recommendation: Young plants pull easy in loose soil - remove before infestations a re further 
established. 

Poly37: 
Description: Dense stands of broom, limited in some areas by tall blackberry. Daphne growing 
along edge of field. 
Recommendation: Densely infested site will require large scale removal effort and replanting. 

Long term campus plans for area should be considered before proceeding- infestation is limited 
and low priority. 

Poly38: 
Description: Dense stand of broom growing in isolated opening on south facing slope. Some 
large plants, and ev idence of cutting or trampling. 
Recommendation: Remove broom before infestation spreads into surrounding openings. 

Poly310: 
Description: Dense broom stands infesting Garry oak section. Holly and Daphne competing 
with grass and some tall native shrubs. broom increasing on approach to open field area east of 
Ga rry oak stand. 
Recommendation: Remove invasives with Garry oak restoration plan. broom remova l will be 
dependant on long term plan for open field. 

Poly311: 
Description: Dense broom stands infesting open field. Former shooting range site. Some areas 
have seed ling broom with some native shrub regeneration. 
Recommendation: Well established infestation will require large scale removal effort. Long term 
campus plans for area should be considered before proceeding. 

Poly313: 
Description: Young sta nd beginning to sign ificantly self seed along slope. Good canopy but no 
limiting native vegetation under mixed fir and cedar. 
Recommendation: Remove young plants while they still can be pulled. 

Poly314: 
Description: Young Holly and Daphne spreading along slope with mixed canopy. Blow down 
and woody debris with little native vegetation. 
Recommendation: Remove young plants while they still can be pulled. 

rolyJ15: 
Description: Dense stands of Scotch broom growing in opening along path and spreading into 
forest, where it shades mixed age class Holly and Daplu1e. 
Recommendation: Some broom cutting in summer of 2000 by E-Tea rn during fence removal 
project, but area needs large scale removal and restora tion effort. broom spread limited by 
surrounding forest. 

Poly316: 
Description: Extremely Dense stand of Daphne growing under mixed canopy of maples and fir. 
Tall Daphne growing on steep slope down to wetland area. 
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Recommendation: Dense stand will require large scale removal effort - slope stability and access 
will limit efforts, but production of mature plants will be slowed by initial cutting. Possible site 
for brushcutter and stems are consistent and thick. 

Poly317: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly patches with young Daphne growing on steep slope beside 
road. Tall native shrubs and ferns . 
Recommendation: Remove Holly before patches are further established. Steep slope makes 
movement difficult. 

Poly318: 
Description: Young Holly and Daphne growing under dense canopy. 
Recommendation: Remove young plants before they a re further established . 

Poly319: 
Description: Young Holly and Daphne growing under dense canopy, increasing on approach to 
road. 
Recommendation: Remove young plants before they are further established. Remove in 
conjunction with neighbouring poly18. 

Poly321: 
Description: Dense stand of blackberry growing around small wetland. Invading Holly and 
Daphne seedlings in open and dry areas. 
Recommendation: Remove young Holly and Daphne before they further establish themselves. 
Remove in conjunction with Holly and Daphne in surrounding polys. 

Poly322: 
Description: Dense blackberry and broom growing along road opening, with Daphne in shaded 
areas. Poly bordered by berm around wetland. 

Poly323: 
Description: Dense stand of blackberry with broom and Daphne on corner of residence driveway 
and along road to cedar. 
Recommendation: Good distribution point for broom seed. Remove small corner of invasives 
and replant. 

Poly324: 
Description: Mixed age class Daphne and Holly growing under mixed canopy. 
Recommendation: Remove invasives before they are further established. Most plants pull easy in 
loose soil. Easy access and movement. 

Zone4 
Poly41: 
Description: Area extends along roadside and into an old pasture area. blackberry thickets are 
numerous and dense with several clumps of broom. There are also a few Daphne plants present. 

Poly4 2: 
Description: Canopy cover increases and is Ceda r dominant. A few sporadically occurring 
Daphne, Holly and blackberry plants are present. Both young and mature plants. Younger plants 
are pulled easily. 
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Recommendation: Immediate removal to prevent spread. Since several young plants are present 
they should be removed in order to prevent establishment and reproduction. In addition, this 
area provides ideal habitat for both Daphne and Holly and is directly beside a road, which can 
facilitate spread. 

Poly43: 
Description: Daphne dom ina tes with severa l older individuals. blackberry and Holly a lso present 
but in smaller numbers. Directly next to road. 
Recommendation: Should be considered for removal in the near futu re due to proximity to road. 
Daphne is present in high number in a near polygon and should be removed jointly, thereby 
lowering priority and increasing remediation effort. 

Poly44: 
Description: Area is small and broom dominant, moderately to highly d isturbed and located at 
road intersection. 
Recommendation: Immed iate removal to prevent spread. 

Poly45: 
Description: Daphne is dominant with several older individuals forming clumps. A few 
sporadically occurring Holly and blackberry plants also present. Directly next to road and 
extends down slope several metres. 

Poly46: 
Description: Nea r equal d istribution of blackberry and Daphne with slightly less Holly. Directly 
next to road. Ivy present. 
Recommendation: Daphne remova l shou ld be done in conjunction with Polygon 3 and 5. Ivy 
should be removed immedia tely. 

Poly47: 
Description: Area is large and Holly dominant with a uniform occurrence of well spaced 
ind ividuals . . Several la rge Holly plants are present. Some Daphne and blackberry sporad ically 
occurring throughout. Several wet areas and high density of salmonberry inhibit ease of 
movement. 
Recommend ation: Remova l of larger Holly individ uals to slow spread unti l in tensive removal 
efforts are available. 

Poly48: 
Description: Dense thicket of blackberry extend ing behind the Mews with sporadically occurring 
Daphne and Holly individuals located near the road. 
Recommendation: Removal of Holly and Daphne to prevent spread until intensive efforts for 
u l <~t..kbt:tJ y t t:tnoval are available. 

Poly49: 
Description: Several sporadically occurring Holly plants with numbers increasing as you head 
south. Several larger Holly iJ1d ividua ls. Area is wet with high density of Sa lmonberry imped ing 
movement. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal as area is currently only lightly infested. Removal should 
be done in conjunction with polygon 10 thereby increasing remediation effort and may lower 
priority. 
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Poly410: 
Description: Continuous uniform occurrence of Holly plants with several large individuals. Area 
is wet with high density of Salmon Berry impeding movement. 

Poly411: 
Description: Dense thicket of blackberry with several sporad ically occurring broom present. 

Poly412: 
Description: Dense thicket of blackberry similar to polygon 11 but with fewer broom. 

Poly413: 
Description: Small clearing with sporadically occurring blackberry and Holly plants 
Recommendation: Immediate removal to prevent establishment. 

Poly414: 
Description: Large area with several sporadically occurring patches of Holly as well as a few 
sporadically occurring Daphne and blackberry plants. 

Poly 415: 
Description: Dense blackberry thicket with several patches of broom. 

Poly416: 
Description: Light infestation of Holly with several older individuals. Surrounded by dense 
thickets of blackberry. A few sporadically occurring blackberry found throughout. 

Poly17: 
Description: Several large Holly 

Poly418: 
Description: Dense blackberry thicket with patches of broom 

Poly419: 
Description: Open grassy area dominated by broom and surrounded by blackberry. broom does 
not occupy entire area and total domination has likely been hindered by thick grass cover. 

Poly420: 
Description: Along road between cafeteria and Mews. Majority of blackberry canes have been cut 
with some individuals remaining. 
Recommendation: Continue cutting 

Poly421: 
Description: Dense blackberry thicket with Daphne present along parking lot margins. 

Poly422: 
Description: Several Daphne, Holly and broom plants present in a small area with good potential 
for spread due to high foot and automobile traffic as well as open nature of the surroundings. 

Poly423: 
Description: Majority of blackberry has been cut, however some individua l canes remain. A 
couple large Holly and average size Daphne plants are present, in which spread has been likely 
limited by surrounding dense grass cover. 
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Recommendation: Continue cutting of blackberry, remove Holly and Daphne plants to prevent 
potential spread. 

Poly424: 
Description: broom present in "islands" and surrounded by several developing seedlings. A few 
young blackberry seedluags are present withi11 polygon. Several blackberry canes present along 
fence, with the majority having been cut. Rate of spread likely slowed due to lawn-like 
surroundu1gs. Lots of native Grape present along fence area. 
Recommendation: Remove older broom plants as well as young broom and blackberry seedlings 
before they establish themselves and are capable of reproduction. Contume cuttu1g older 
blackberry canes along road. 

Poly425: 
Description: Several sporadically occurring blackberry. Area covered in tall grasses with 
drainage nmning through and several alder present. 
Recommendation: Removal of blackberry present to prevent further spread. 

Poly426: 
Description: Evidence of broom cutting. 
Recommendation: Monitor broom regeneration and surround ing seedling development. 
Continue cutting. 

Poly 427: 
Description: Adjacent to pathway. Canopy is providing good habitat for Daphne. 
Recommendation: Removal of Daphne to prevent further spread, as canopy is providing good 
habitat. In add ition, riparian area Oapanese pond) in close proximity. 

Poly428: 
Description: Dense broom and blackberry forming an "island" . Severa l younger broom 
surrounding margins of the "island". Some broom and blackberry indiv iduals exceed 10 feet in 
height. 
Recommendation: Remove younger broom individuals immediately if unable to remove entire 
thicket right away. 

Poly429: 
Description: Very similar to polygon 28. Separated due to gap of approximately 15 to 20 metres 
between stands as well as connectivity of this polygon to polygon 30 - thereby reducu1g removal 
priority. 
Recommendation: Remove younger broom individuals immediately if unable to remove entire 
thicket right away. 

Poly430: 
Description: North side of polygon covers fence. Has pathway - likely used by berry pickers 
nmning through the centre increasing access and ease of movement. 

ZoneS 
Zone has consistent medium and low infestations of Holly and Daphne in mature forest areas 
south of military housing block on north side of ]-route. Priority removal of invasives from this 
a rea, as invasives have not yet altered forest and understory structure. 
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PolySl: 
Description: Established stand of blackberry growing in the open next to road. 
Recommendation: Low Priority removal ; stand spread limited by road and slope. 

Poly52: 
Description: Dense Holly and broom on entering mature forest from roads. 

Reconunendation: Begin removal of invasives before they are further established. 

Poly53: 
Description: Mainly young Holly and Daphne growing behind residence, spreading from denser 
stands within forest. 

Recommendation: Begin removal before further established. Excellent access from residence 
backyard. 

Poly54: 
Description: Dense stands of Holly growing along slope above road and path, leading up to and 
continuing over crest of slope. Young Daphne with some established Ivy patches. PFC Ivy plots 
near road. 
Recommendation: Continue with Ivy removal in conjunction with PFC program. Begin removal 
of Holly and stop Daphne from further establishment. Priority removal of Ivy to prevent further 
spread into forest. 

PolySS: 
Description: Tall broom and blackberry remaining behind YMCA building after recent 
construction upgrades. Highly disturbed area along bottom of steep bluff. Dense Daphne 
growing a long crest of bluff along edge of forest. 
Recommendation: Remove blackberry and broom before further establishment in disturbed area. 
Remove dense Daphne from top of bluff to prevent spread into surrounding forest. 

Poly56: 
Description: Mainly young Holly and Daphne growing in mature forest. 
Recommendation: Remove before further establishment. 

Poly 57: 
Description: broom, blackberry and young Daphne growing in opening around path and hydro 
ROW. broom is spreading along path. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of broom to prevent further establishment and spread. 
blackberry is limited by canopy surrounding open ing, but remove Daphne seed lings when 
visiting surrounding polygon h. 

Poly58: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and spreading Daphne and Ivy centred around large 
blowdown opening. 
Recommendation: Remove invasives before further establishment. 

Poly59: 
Description: Holly and Daphne competing with tall native shrubs. Ivy appearing in open areas. 
Recommendation: Remove invasives before further establishment. Young plants pull easy. 
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Poly510: 
Description: Young but still dense infestation of Ivy growing among tall native shntbs beside de
activated road. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of Ivy to prevent further spread into sunounding forest. 

Poly511: 
Description: Tall Daplme growing above native shntbs a long road . Steep slope into forest 
includes historic rock wall. broom growing along road and is regularly cut to prevent it 
impeding traffic. 
Recommendation: Intensify broom removal and remove other invasives to prevent spread along 
road. 

Poly512: 
Description: Daphne growing among tall Rhododendrons on corner of road . Ivy spreading into 
polygon from other side of road, where Ivy infests rock wall. broom growing a long road under 
canopy. 
Recommendation: Remove Ivy in conjunction with Ivy removal from surrounding road and edge 
areas. Daphne removal in conjunction with larger removal efforts. 

Poly513: 
Description: Dense broom stands growing in the open along back of Millward building. Mixed 
age class Holly and Daphne growing under trees and spreading under broom stand. Some 
evidence of broom cutting. 
Recommendation: Coordinate broom remova l with larger broom effort. Productive Holly and 
Daplu1e shou ld be removed to prevent further spread. Polygon broken by roads and buildings 
should enhance removal and control efforts. 

Poly514: 
Description: Dense clumps of mixed age class Holly growing along road and up slope into 
mature forest. Poly strip extends down to pistol range site. 
Recommendation: Degin removal of Holly to prevent further infestation. Difficult movement 
through tall shrubs and some large Holly will make effort considerable. Good access from road. 

Poly515: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and young Daphne growing in area <~round kettle wetland. 
lnvasives are limited by standing water in wetland, but are spreading into surrounding forest. 
Ecologically unique site- some Culturally Modified Trees. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of invasives - most plants pull easily from loose soil. Create 
formal trail (re: VNHS Greenways recommendations) to formalize access. 

Poly516: 
Description: Dense Holly patches g rowing in openings in forest on approach to composting field 
opening. Some large Holly and Daphne growing with dense native shrubs and ferns. Ivy 
appearing consistently through poly. 
Recommendation: Remove Holly before infestation spreads. Remove Ivy at same visit. 

Poly517: 
Dense broom growing along road opening. Holly and Daphne growing under canopy of large 
broom and along forest edge. Ivy beginning to invade. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of Ivy, Holly and Daphne to prevent further infestation and 

spread along road. Continue and increase remova l of broom from road open ing, in conjunction 
with property wide broom remova l efforts. 
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Poly518: 
Description: Dense stand of Daphne growing near edge of coniferous canopy near road 
intersection. Ivy beginning to form carpets and climb trees. 
Recommendation: Remove Daphne and Ivy before infestation becomes further established and 
spreads. 

Poly519: 
Description: broom growing along open ings of road and spread ing along forest edges. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of spreading broom before further establishment. 

Poly520: 
Description: Light infestation of Holly and Daphne with some large isolated Holly. 
Recommendation: Remove Holly and Daphne with light pulling effort through poly, in 
conjunction with removal visit to neighbouring Holly infestation polys. 

Poly521: 
Description: Large spread ing patch of Holly under heavy canopy. 
Recommendation: Remove Holly and Daphne in combination with visits to neighbouring Holly 
and Daphne polygons. Large Holly will require herbicide and repeat visits. 

Poly523: 
Description: Invasives growing in opportune areas along slope between 2 roads and forest 
opening. Mixed age class Holly, with several Ivy trees. 
Recommendation: Remove Invasives before further establishment. Access, movement and 
invasive plant pulling conditions make poly suitable for volunteer or low intensity visits. 

Poly524: 
Description: Daphne and Holly growing in forest openings and on steep slopes around former 
pistol range. 
Recommendation: Remove Daphne and Holly in conjunction with Holly and Daphne remova l 
efforts in neighbouring polygons. Watch for spread of Ivy from neighbouring polys. Many 
young plants are easy to pull. 

Poly525: 
Description: Light infestation occurring through majority of zoneS. Area has varied terrain 
under mature forest; level areas bordering steep slopes, with areas of dense native shrubs. 
Recommendation: Poly is relatively light infestation- priority removal before further 
establishment. Mixed age class Holly with many young plants. 

Poly526: 
Description: Slightly higher distribution of Holly than immediate neighbouring polygons, with 
Ivy seed lings appearing sporadically. 
Recommendation: Access is poor but understory is relatively low density, making movement 
easy across level mature forest. Remove invasives before further establishment, being thorough 
around forest openings where Ivy can become productive. 

Poly527: 
Description: Medium infestation with consistent young Daplme and broom migrating into forest 
interio r from dense surround ing stands. Good low ground cover, loose soil and tall broom is 
easily pulled by hand. 
Recommendation: Should be removed before seed bed is further established in forest interior. 
Easy pulling in loose soil. 
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Poly528: 
Description: Scotch broom polygon along road, stretching into open a reas of forest. Mixed age 

class, with some large patches of tall, thick stemmed plants. Open areas along road have been 

cut, but seeds remain and seedlings are often thick. Open field behind houses has been cut 

broom seedlings extensive. 
Recommendation: cut the older patches and pull new seedlings where they are starting. broom 

seems to be spread ing into the forest as new openings are created. Road is a good seed dispersal 

vector. 

Poly529: 
Description: Daplu1e growing unchecked under thick canopy and among tall native shrubs. Lots 

of woody debris on forest floor. 
Recommendation: Mixed age class Daphne, but most plants can be pulled from the loose soil. 

Spread i11g from dense Daphne in adjacent polygon- potential fo r spread through similar site 

cond itions in the rest of the forest block. 

Poly530: 
Description: Mixed age class Holly and Daphne, growing in mixed canopy cover; deciduous trees 

and sta nding deadwood. High shrubs and heavy woody debris content. 

Recommendation: Holly g rowing in dense patches, seed ing itself. Seedlings rapid ly spreading. 

Poly531: 
Description: Dense stand of tall Daphne. Growing w1der mixed canopy cover. 

Recommendation: Productive seed producing patch. Growing among tall native sh rubs. 

Poly532: 
Description: Thick stand of blackberry g rowing behind houses. Interspersed with broom, which 

is spread ing beyond the blackberry into the adjacent fie ld . Evidence of cutting/mowing. Many 

broom seedlings. 
Recommendation: pull broom seedlings from adjacent area, pull larger broom from blackberry 

where possible. Possibly cut blackberry to get at broom, provid ing a start to the blackberry 

remova l. Possible conflict with residents if they use the patch for berries. 

Poly533: 
Descri ption: Mixed age class broom growing in open forest, migrating from well established edge 

of large broom. Opening canopy. History of cutting along path on north side of track. 

Recommendation: density is increasing inside the poly, but plants can still be pulled by hand . 

Seed bed is being created inside short native shrubs and understory. Priority removal! 

Poly534: 
Description: broom d iminishes towards centre of forest block 
Recommendation: Holly is rapidly spreading. 

Poly535: 
Description: Thick patches of mixed age Holly growing throughout poly. Tall native shrubs. 

Recommendation: remove broom seedlings from along road. Cut larger Holly to encourage 

native shrub growth. 

Poly536: 
Description: Thick stand of blackberry growing in garden area, escaping into surrounding forest. 

Recommendation: low priority. Location suggests history of growing shrub for berries. 
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Poly537: 
Description: Thick native forest vegetation, high shrubs with dense patches of Holly. 
Recommendation: Well established spreading stand of Holly. Remove large individuals as soon 
as possible, use herbicide applications on large stems if possible. 

Poly538: 
Description: Vibrant native forest understory. Undulating terrain and steep slopes on southern 
edge. 
Recommendation: Monitor and remove if possible. 

Poly539: 
Description: Dense, continuous stand of broom growing along outer edge of forest, down steep 
slope to parking lot and rear of Nixon and Millward buildings. Seeds spreading into openings in 
forest and along trail. 
Recomm endation: Conduct removal with planting or slope stabilization considerations. 

Poly540: 
Description: Dense, tall stand of blackberry growing next to road in lot between military housing 
units. 
Recommendation: Remova l will require considerable e ffort - remove in conjunction with larger 
blackberry program (herbicide, mulch). Patch used for berry picking by local residents. Low 
priority. 

Poly541: 
Description: Dense, spreading stand of broom growing in common area between mili tary 
housing units. broom spread ing to backyard area of houses from ta ll mass in centre of lot. 
Recommendation: broom spread is limited by houses- good loca tion to get local residents 
involved in removal. Low priority. 

Zone6 
Poly61: 
Description: Polygon is outside the fence perimeter and stretches alongside the galloping goose. 
broom is dominant with Daphne and blackberry appearing throughout. 
Recommendation: Although outside the property fence line. Remova l is recommended as this 
area is subject to high human traffic and has influence on formal grounds. 

Poly62: 
Description: Polygon has a mix of Holly, Daphne and blackberry. This area extends into fenced in 
maintenance compound where a large mound of soil also supports these three species. 

Poly63: 
Description: Grassy area that is regularly maintained by mowing. Several mature broom 
surround polygon perimeter with several seedlings scattered throughout entire polygon. 
Maintenance has obviously prevented the growth and development of younger plants but will 
likely persist until they are removed. Pulllng of younger plants is easy. Gary Oak stand nearby. 
Recommendation: Im mediate removal of broom infestation. Younger plants shou ld be pulled 
and mature plants around the perimeter should be removed to prevent further contribution of 
seed bank and growth of new seedlings. 

Poly64: 
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Description: Several broom individuals present with evidence of some cutting. Daphne scattered 
throughout. Polygon possesses several Gary Oak trees. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of both Daphne and broom due to the presence of Gary 
Oak. 

Poly65: 
Description: broom is dominant and most dense along roadside, with a few sporadically 
occurring Daphne throughout. broom population decreases as canopy increases .. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of broom and Daphne due to proximity to Gary Oak 
Stand. 

Poly66: 
Description: Daphne is dominant with sporadically occurri ng broom. Ivy tree present. 
Recommendation: Cutting of Ivy on tree. Remova l of broom and Daphne due to proximity to 
Gary Oak. 

Poly67: 
Description: Several sporadically occurring broom present with a few sporadically occurring 
Daphne. broom density is decreased due to increased canopy coverage. 

Poly68: 
Description: Infestation level is light with sporadically occurring Daphne and Holly. The majority 
of Ivy present is young and inconspicuous. Polygon is located from the crest to bottom of slope 
and in some areas is very steep impeding movement. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal to prevent spread of invasive- particularly Ivy. 

Poly69: 
Description: Holly, Daphne and Ivy are all present in higher quantities on either side of Col wood 
creek. In a few areas Ivy has formed patches of 100% ground cover and is becoming or has 
become established in several trees. 
Recommendation: Riparian area and therefore requires immediate remova l. 

Poly610: 
Description: Overall density of invasives increases from up-strea m and occupies a larger area on 
either s ide of Col wood Creek. Several large Holly trees present, often with several younger plants 
surrounding them. Several Daplme patches present. Number of Ivy trees increases. 
Recommendation: Riparian area and therefore requ ires consideration immedia te removal. 
However priority is decreased due to density of invasives present, therefore increasing the 
remediation effort. 

Poly611 : 
Description: Polygon is dominated by Portuguese laurel. Several sporadically occurring Daphne 
as well as a few sporadically occurring Holly are present. 
Recommendation: Portuguese laurel should be addressed. 

Poly613: 
Description: Polygon is very large and possesses variable terrain. The majority is dominated by a 
healthy and diverse under story comprised mostly of salal, ferns and grape. Infestation level is 
light with sporadically occurring Daphne and Holly. The majority of Ivy present is young and 
inconspicuous. 
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Poly614: 
Description: Polygon extends along fence line perimeter of property. It consists of a continuous 
swath of broom with a few gaps in the distribution. The adjacent canopy cover- below the fence 
line- prevents the spread of this broom further into the property. 

Poly615: 
Description: Canopy cover decreases in this polygon and has allowed opportunistic invasion by 
broom. It is found in small patches where light penetration is increased . Further opportunity for 
spread in this area is available. Polygon is south facing and therefore receives maximum sun. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of broom to prevent spread into additional opportunistic 
areas. 

Poly616: 
Description: Polygon possesses a high density of Holly with several older individuals. 

Poly617: 
Description: Holly infestation slightly increases and can li kely be attributed to Dense Holly 
presence in Polygon 15. Daphne and Ivy distribution is the same as adjacent polygon 12. 

Poly618: 
Description: High Ivy infestation. Approximately 10 Ivy trees present. Ivy is also spreading on 
the ground. Areas is wet impeding movement. 
Recommendation: Immediate treatment/removal of Ivy from trees. Immed iate removal of Ivy 
spreading along ground before effort for removal becomes considerable. 

Poly619: 
Description: Polygon is a patch of broom along the road. Increased canopy as you move away 
from the road has prevented spread from this polygon, however opportunistic individuals could 
establish them selves in areas where canopy allows increased light penetration. Polygon is south 
facing therefore receives maximum sun. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal of broom to prevent opportunistic spread. 

Poly620: 
Polygon is a sma ll patch of blackberry. 
Recommendation: Immediate removal to prevent spread. 

Poly621: 
Description: Polygon is a small patch of Gorse. 
Recommendation: The only population of Gorse on Campus is within this polygon and is directly 
adjacent to parking lot. Gary Oak nearby. Immediate removal to prevent spread. 

Zon e7 
Poly 71: 
Description : Dense, mature broom stand on Belmont Park side of fence, spreading into forest 
edge. 
Recommendation: Should be removed before seed bed is further established in forest interior. 
Removal will require considerable effort, re-visits, and should include replanting plan. Part of 
larger broom removal effort zone or campus wide? 
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Poly72: 
Description: Dense stands of Himalayan blackberry mixed with tall broom, Daphne ringing the 
edges of the poly a long fence and road. Disturbed site from Pumphouse facility insta llation. 
Recommendation: Difficult to make recommendation for removal, as all species will be removed 
together. May be suitable area for large scale removal and replanting. Low priority. 

Poly73: 
Description: rocky gully between 2 outcrop areas with woody debris and waste material from 
neighbouring Belmont Park. Difficult and steep terrain with Daphne growing in opportune spots 
and spreading along with Ivy. Several Ivy trees climbing sma ll Garry oaks. Daphne increases on 
approach to forest openings toward Lagoon. 
Recommendation: Primary removal of Ivy from trees to limit flowering and spread potential. 
Difficult terrain requires considerable effort by capable crew or superv ised volunteers. Poor 
access and proximity to bordering infested areas will dictate many return visits. 

Poly74: 
Mixed canopy forest with Garry oaks leading to rocky outcrops closer to lagoon. Bordered by 
blackberry and broom stands closer to lagoon and rock gully to the north . . Dense stands of tall 
Daphne growing in open- some effect from frost/salt spray? 
Recommendation: concerted effort required to remove Daphne- removal schedule tied with 
replanting. Access and movement limitations make it a tough infestation. Long term project 
requiring planning with treatment of surrounding densely infested areas to limit spread of 
surrounding stands once Daphne is cut. Revisit and cut Ivy climbing trees. 

Poly75: 
Description: Dense Daphne with 'canopy' of Scotch broom growing in open sections next to 
lagoon shoreline. Shorel ine section consists of steep eroding bluff and rock outcrops with some 
Garry oaks. Broom seedlings coloniz ing shallow soil of outcrop down to water. Broom ends 
with start of mature forest a long shoreline. 
Recommendation: Any effort of removal will require coordinated effort with removal and 
replanting to ensure slope stability. Removal of sma ller plants and cutting of larger ones at 
ground level to min imize site disturbance. Low priority due to site slope conditions and density 
of infestation - combine with larger removal/replanting scheme for complex sites. 

Poly76: 
Description: Dense stands of Daphne with colonizing broom from road stands, growing under 
mixed and open canopy. 
Recommendation: woody debris and standing deadwood can make a rea hazardous and difficult. 
Combine with removal operation for neighbouring poly7. 

Poly77: 
Description: Consistent Daphne and Holly growing along upper and lower slope ringing large 
rock outcrop. Thick patches growing in a reas of deep soil and forest openings. Distribution 
follows downslope along foot trail to road along lagoon. 
Recommendation: Many rock features and high shrubs make movement difficult on approach to 
rock outcrop and upslope a reas. Daphne and Holly present with mixed age class patches, 
diminishing on approach to college drive where strong native vegetation area is threatened by 
spread. Good work project for strong crew. 

Poly78: 
Description: Rock outcrop with Garry oak, large Arbutus and Shore Pine. Dense stands of 
broom and Daphne growing and spreading with mixed age class groups. 
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Recommendation: Ecologically sensitive area with shallow soil requires careful extraction of 
smaller plants and cutting of larger ones to minimize impact and disturbance of invasive seed 
beds. Good Garry oak restoration project. 

Poly79: 
Description: Dense Daphne and ground covering Ivy growing along shoreline, climbing large 
trees. (photo of downed Ivy OF in lagoon) Very dense Daplme in forest block in corner of beach 
and creek estuary. 
Recommendation: Will require considerable removal and restoration effort. Could be added to 
larger sca le removal in neighbouring polyl9, or with larger creek restoration initiatives. 

Poly710: 
Description: Lighter infestation than neighbouring polygons, under heavy canopy in hard soils. 
Recommendation: Possible site to involve occupants of campus house. Canopy is limiting factor 
for polygon becoming like neighbouring poly19. Low priority outside of being removed in 
conjunction with neighbouring polys. 
Polys 710 and 719 form a relatively small block, bordered by road, estuary and lagoon shoreline, 
which may provide convenient border for higher levels of removal and monitoring. Many Ivy 
removal plots already established. 

Poly711: 
Description: Dense stands of mixed age class Holly g rowing next to road and spreading into 
forest. 
Recommendation: Cut and pull Holly as soon as possible; seeding source for relatively light 
infestation in large surrounding polygon. Will require repeat visits and possible herbicide 
application on large stalks. 

Poly712: 
Description: Dense stands of Daphne with sporadic patches of Holly spreading over sloping 
forest floor. Exposed bedrock sections with shallow soils. Tall native shrubs growing in open 
areas. Spread ing Ivy with several Ivy trees along road . 
Recommendation: Remove Ivy from trees. Monitor existing Ivy removal sites. Dense Daphne 
should be pulled or cut and replanting with native species similar to site. 

Poly713: 
Description: Rocky outcrop section with dense, spreading stands of broom growing under Garry 
oak and Arbutus. Shallow soil and mixed age class broom indicate dense seed bed. Ephermal 
pond on top of rock outcrop and several deer signs in polygon. 
Recommendation: Open section inside forest has excellent potential for broom to spread to 
interior forest areas as canopy openings a re created. Sensitive ecosystem gives polygon high 
priority. Begin pulling and cutting broom and plan for follow up to remove seedlings as seedbed 
will inevitably be disturbed . Difficult terrain and steep rocks require caution and experienced 
crew. 

Poly714: 
Description: Upper slope of rock outcrop. Steep with Daphne aJ1d broom growing in opportune 
spots forming dense, spreading stands. 
Recommendation: Most broom and Daphne can be pulled from pockets of soil in between rocks 
pull and cut in conjunction with Poly13 visits. 
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Poly715: 
Description: Dense stands of Holly growing in mature forest, spreading down steep slopes to 
Colwood Creek. Dense spreading patches of Ivy with numerous Ivy trees and 'old growth' Ivy. 
Some wetland areas with emergent Daphne and Ivy invading. 
Recommendation: Mixed age class Holly and steep slopes make access and movement limited 
strong native understory exists to help control invasive re-growth after initial removal efforts 
and will limit im pact on slope stability. Sensitive riparian habitat nearby illustrates ecological 
priority. Combine with first year attack with priority removal of infestations in creek va lley and 
plan for revisit. 

Poly716: 
Description: Light infestation of Holly, Daphne and Ivy patches. Tall native shrubs and ferns 
limiting invasive spread. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of invasives to limit further spread and enhance native 
vegetation. 

Poly717: 
Description: South aspect sloping contour with mature forest. Healthy native understory; Holly, 
Daphne and Ivy growing around openings and small wetland sections. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of Holly and Daphne stands. Good site for volunteers to 
train pulling plans from interior forest and demonstration of typical forest habitat. Many hands 
would make light work and would increase success finding sma ll invading plants. 

Poly718: 
Description: Rock outcrop close to road . Steep faces with Garry oak and moss communities, 
surrounded by mature fores t with canopy openings near base of ou tcrop. 
Recommendation: Priority removal of broom and plan for revisits to reduce spread of broom into 
neighbouring forest openings. Difficult terrain and sensitive area necessitates trained removal 
crew for pulling and cu tting. 

Poly719: 
Description: Tall Fir and Cedar stand, with hea lthy in festations of Daphne, Holly and Ivy 
growing in openings. Ta ll ferns and sa lal competing successfully in some sections. Many tall Ivy 
trees with most being cut and tagged . (PFC plot) 
Recommendation: Continue with Ivy remova l and monitoring. Large Ivy trees remain along 
shoreline (z6p9). Work iJ\ conjunction with Ivy /Daphne team from Pacific Forestry Centre. 

Poly720: 
Description: Healthy native forest, tall understory with light distribution of mostly yow1g Holly 
and Daphne. 
RernmmPnnMinn: RPmnvP Pxi!'>nne inv;J!'>ivf'!' while pulling is still easy, and begin control of 

invasives in neighbouring polygons and road area. 

Poly721: 
Description: Riparian a reas on both sides of Col wood creek, includ ing creek bed and islands. 
Consistent distributions of Holly, Daphne, Ivy, and large Portuguese Laurels established along 
the creek. Thicker sections growing opportunistically in canopy openings. 

Recommendation: High profile area with good access with creek trail. Difficult and sensitive 
terrain requires skilled work crew to limit impact on native vegetation. Replanting in creek 
islands necessa ry to control large Holly and Ivy patches that require cutting and revisits. 
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Poly722: 
Description: Opening canopy with blow down and standing deadwood, bordered by wetland 
area and rhodo/ laurel garden along Campus Rd . Mixed age class clumps of Daphne and Holly, 
with Ivy growing tall in trees down slope to creek culvert. Ivy spread ing along rock wall and 
into neighbouring polygon. Ivy removal p lots, with some previous cutting evident. 
Recommendation: Continue monitoring Ivy cut in plots with PFC Ivy /Daplu1e crew. Steep, 
sometimes unstable slope makes work outside of upper area of polygon hazardous. Pulling and 
cutting to prevent further spread into neighbouring areas and Glen Trail gardens. 

Poly723: 
Description: broom growing in open along top of road, sloping down to top of rock wall along 
Glen Trail. Mixes with tall blackberry stands and Ivy throughout, spreading along rock walJ and 
into neighbouring polygons. Steep slope above unstable bank. 
Recommendation: Removal will require replanting with native species to ensure slope stability. 
Infestation seems contained by road and Glen Trail. Low priority. 

Poly724 
Description: Forest growing along west side of Col wood creek valley, spreading onto from lower 
to upper slopes. High salal and fern being invaded in open areas. Large English Laurels 
growing along creek edge and in some islands south of 2nd bridge. Some large laurels along trail. 
Recommendation: Coordinate removal efforts with replanting. Replace invasives in open 
sections with more salal and grape. Laurels can be cut to reduce spread into forest. Will require 
re-visits to control sprouting. Sensitive riparian habitat is being overrun with Daphne and holly, 
with spreading Ivy in neighbouring polygon. Removal in poly24, before attacking denser 
infestations in neighbouring polylS and poly21. 

Poly725: 
Description: Dense, continuous stand of Ivy and Daphne growing under mixed canopy between 
tra il and boathouse, stretching to edge of creek delta. Several large Ivy trees. Old infestation 
stand. Extremely large Ivy tree- contact Grounds before cutting? (z6p25_hugeivytree.jpg) 
Recommendation: Will require long term commitment to remove invasives. Infestation is in 
prime seeding location for Ivy and Daphne a long shoreline. 

Poly726: 
Description: Dense stand of mature broom growing in the open next to boathouse parking lot. 
Some individuals were flowering at the time of this survey. (February 4, 2003) 
Recommendation: Cut stand to ground level and plan for revisit as soon as possible. Excellent 
access to stand that is constantly seeding the surrounding field and shoreline area. 

Poly727: 
DPsrripHon : DPnsP st<lllrl of Or1phnP g rowing r1long ror1cl on uppPr slop<> of crPPk v<tlley. hroom 
growing in open sections, with seedlings on campus side of road. 
Recommendation: Remove broom before seedbed is further establ ished. Conduct when working 
on other initial broom stand attacks in zone or campus, or when cutting Daphne or broom in 
neighbouring polygons. 
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Appendix IV: GIS Metadata Description 
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The following table details the database fields found in the Plan's GIS theme, 
RRU _in vasives.shp 

Field Description 
Poly Unique polygon identifier-1st digit represents zone, 

following digits represent zone polygon number, i.e. zone1, 
poly13 = poly 113 

Zone Sampling Zone 
Polygon Polygon number from zone specific numbering order 
lnvasivel First dominant invasive species 
lnv de Distribution code for invasive 1 
lnv level Infestation Level (light, medium, dense) 
lnvasive2 Second dominant invasive species 
lnv2 de Distribution Code for invasive 2 
Invasive3 Third dominant invasive species 
Inv3 de Distribution Code for invasive 3 
Invasive 4 Fourth dominant invasive species 
Inv4_dc Distribution Code for invasive 4 
Canopy %Canopy Closure 
Description General polygon description- also found in Polygon 

description appendix III. 
Broom Relative infestation level for broom, regardless of species 

dominance in plot. 1 = light, 2 = medium, 3 = dense 
Daphne Relative infestation level for Daphne, regardless of species 

dominance in plot. 1 =light, 2 =medium, 3 =dense 
Blackberry Relative infestation level for Himalayan blackberry, 

regardless of species dominance in plot. 1 = light, 2 = 
medium, 3 = dense 

Holly Relative infestation level for Holly, regardless of species 
dominance in plot. 1 = light, 2 = medium, 3 = dense 

Gorse Relative infestation level for Gorse, regardless of species 
dominance in plot. 1 =light, 2 =medium, 3 = dense 

Laurel Relative infestation level for Laurel, regardless of species 
dominance in plot. 1 = light, 2 = medium, 3 = dense 

Ivy Relative infestation level for ivy, regardless of species 
dominance in plot. 1 = light, 2 = medium, 3 = dense 

Ease of Movement Relative measure of movement limitations in polygon, 
determined in the field. Ratings: Excellent, Good, Fair, 
Poor 

Field Description 
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Remediation Relative measure of infestation level and commitment 
required to remove invasive species from poly: 
Considerable 
Moderate 
Low 

Priority Removal priority for polygon, assessed in the field by 
assessing infestation phenology and spatial qualities. 

Area Metres Polygon area in square metres 
Perimeter Metres Polygon perimeter in metres 
Hectares Polygon area in hectares 
Schedule Removal schedule guidelines. See section 5.2.4 of this 

report. 
Volunteer Relative measure of volunteer skill level required for site, 

based on Access, Ease of Movement qualities. See section 
5.2.6 of this report. Attribute can be used to query for 
polygons suitable for different volunteer groups 

Plan Year Tentative yearly schedule placement for polygon 
Limits Relative indicator for removal effort limitations, used in 

calculating rate of removal. See section 5.4.2 of this report. 
Number is percent of time subtracted from base removal 
rate 

Rate Metres squared/minute that a crew representing a base 
unit of removal (26m2/minute) would remove given the 
polygons Limit factor 

Time Estimated time, in hours, to remove the polygon. 
Area_Metres I Rate 
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Appendix V: Work Plan and Removal Schedules 
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Invasive Species Removal 
Detailed Work Plan YEAR ONE- 2003 

Management 
Objectives 

Work Areas 

Total Size 

Invasive plant 
species to be 
removed 

Specific tasks and 
timing 

Coordinator(s) 

Labour 

Materials, 
Equipment and 
Resources 

Total Time 
Required 

Cost 

Barriers/Challenges 

Conduct initial removal visits to priority areas: light infestations of Holly, 
Daphne and Ivy in Older Forest sections, as well as other infestations in 
opportune locations for further spread. Begin start-up projects for volunteers, 
tools, nursery, and disposal issues. 
Record removal effort and note progress to refine labour and cost estimates for 
future projects. 

Polygons are identified as Plan Year 1 in GIS theme 'lnvasives', and as included 
theme 'Year 1 '. Invasive points are included as theme 'lnv_points' Area consist 
of polygon#: 32, 38, 42, 68, 118, 121, 315,318, 416, 423, 426, 515, 520, 525, 538, 
613, 615, 617, 710, 713,714, 716, 717, 718, 720. Polygons identified in the 
following four Year 1 Work Plan maps. 

60.3 hectares. 

Light infestations of Holly, Daphne and Tm;, some dense stands of Broom, and one 
stand of Gorse. Also significant invasive species point locations. 

Optintwn start up in late winter. Begin removal of Holly and Daphne as soon as 
possible, then tnove on to broom, gorse, and point locations. Check Removal 
Matrix for seasonal/imitations; all removal should be completed by May-June, 
depending on site flowering and seeding tilnes. 

Michael Bodman, Environmental Coordinator, Royal Roads University 

Labour: Two contractors for a period of 14 weeks, with any available volunteer 
groups 

Equipment: PPE; 2 lopper, hand saws, tarps, carry bags, flags to mark extent of 
work inside polygons and herbicide application locations, flagging tape, write in 
rain copies of maps. 
Girdling and herbicide application equipment 
6 Ius/day x 2 contractors = 62.8 days for light infestations of Holly, Daphne and 
Ivy. Remaining time to be spent on Broom and gorse infestations. 

Budget of $20 000 includes removal labour for the 12.5 weeks of light il~(estation 
removal, with 1.5 weeks for the 1.6ha of broom and Gorse removal, and Invasive 
point locations. Start up project tasks to be added as resources becorne available. 

• Negotiating work on campus through local CUP£ Union 
• Funds and support for start-up projects. 
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Year 1 Work Plan Map 2 
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Year 1 Work Plan Map 3 
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Year 1 Work Plan Map 4 
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Invasive Species Removal 
Detailed Work Plan YEAR TWO- 2004 

Management 
Objectives 

Work Areas 

Total Size 

Invasive plant 
s pecies to be 
removed 

Speci fi e tasks and 
timing 

Coordinator(s) 

Labour 

Materia ls, 
Equipment and 
Resources 

Total Time 
Required 

Cost 

Barriers/Cha llenges 

Conduct initial removal visits to priority areas: ligllt , medium and dense 
infest at ions of Holly, Dapllne and Ivy in Older Forest sect ions, as well as on 
ecologically sensitive areas, such as along Co/wood Creek and Esquimalt Lngoon. 
Begin removal program for Scotch broom growing along roadsides and parking 
lots on campus to prevent furl ller spread. 
Revisit sites from Year 1 to monitor progress and regrowth. Record removal effort 
and note progress to refine labour and cost estimates for future projects. 

Polygons are identified as Plan Year 2 in GIS theme 'lnvasive.shp'. Areas 
consist of polygon #:13,15, 16, 19,23, 31,33,64, 75, 78, 79,81, 83,112,113, 
122,210,219,316,317,413,423,426,514,516,519,527,528,533,535,537, 
540, 610, 715, 721, 722, 723, 724. 

40.62 hectares. 

Holly, Dapllne, Ivy and Scotcll broom in various infestation levels. 

Optimum start up in late winter. Begin removal of Holly and Dapllne as soon as 
possible, then move on to broom. Clleck Removal Matrix for seasonal limitations; 
all removal should be completed by May-june, depending on site flowering and 
seeding times. 

Michael Bodman, Environmental Coordinator, Royal Roads University 

Lnbour: Two contractors for a period of 14 weeks, wit II any available volunteer 
groups 

Equipment: PPE; 2 Topper, hand saws, /(ll·ps, carry bags, flags to mark extent of 
work inside polygons and herbicide application local ions, flagging tape, write in 
rain copies of maps. 
Girdling and herbicide application equipment 
6hrs/day x 2 contractors= 62.8 days for removal efforts 

Hudget oj $l.U UUU mc/udes removal labour for tile 12.5 weeks of infestation 
removal, and 1.5 weeks for re11isits to prtmious year's sites. Management and 
upkeep of start-up projects. 

• Funds and support for start -up projects. 
• Organizing volunteers 
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Year 2 Work Plan Map 
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Invasive Species Removal 
Detailed Work Plan YEAR THREE- 2005 

Management 
Objectives 

Work Areas 

Total Size 

Invasive plant 
species to be 
removed 

Specific tasks and 
timing 

Coordinator(s) 

Labour 

Materials, 
Equipment and 
Resources 

Total Time 
Required 

Cost 

Barriers/Challenges 

Continue with remaining Holly, Daphne and Ivy infestations, v isiting new sites 
and revisiting previous years project sites. Begin removal of dense broom and 
blackbern; infestations, in areas with restoration plans and in ecologically 
sensitive areas. 

Polygons are identified as Plan Year 3 in GIS theme 'Jnvasive.shp'. 

24.86 ha 

Holly, Daphne, Ivy and Scotch broom in various infestation levels. 

Optimum start up in late winter. Begin removal of Holly and Daphne as soon as 
possible, then move on to broom stands. Check Removal Matrix for seasonal 
limitations; all removal should be completed by May-June, depending on site 
flowering and seeding times. 

Michael Bodman, Environmental Coordinator, Royal Roads University 

Labour: Two contractors for a period of 14 weeks, with any available volunteer 
groups 

Equipment: PPE; 2 lopper, hand saws, tarps, carry bags, flags to mark extent of 
work inside polygons and herbicide application locations, flagging tape, write in 
rain copies of maps. 
Girdling and herbicide application equipment 
6 hrs/day x 2 contractors= 62.8 days for removal efforts 

Budget of $20 000 includes removal labour for the 12.5 weeks of infestation 
removal, and 1.5 weeks fo1' revisits to previous yea,-'s sites. Management and 
upkeep of start-up projects. 

• Funds and supportfor start-up projects. 
• Organizing volunteers 
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Invasive Species Removal 
Detailed Work Plan YEAR FOUR- 2006 

Management 
Objectives 

Work Areas 

Total Size 

Invasive plant 
species to be 
removed 

Specific tasks and 
tim ing 

Coordinator(s) 

Labour 

Materials, 
Equipment and 
Resources 

Total Time 
Required 

Cost 

Barriers/Challenges 

Visit remaining infestations in Older Forest sections of property, and begin 
removal in dense infestations on disturbed sites, as volunteers are available and 
long term plan for sites has been identified. 

Polygons are identified as Plan Year 4 in GIS theme 'Invasive.shp'. 

57.85 ha 

All species: Holly, Daphne, Ivy, Scotch broom, Himalayan blackberry 

Optimum startup in late winter. Begin removal of Holly and Daphne as soon as 
possible, then move on to broom and blackberry stands. Check Removal Matrix for 
seasonal /imitations; all removal should be completed by May-june, depending on 
site flowering and seeding times. Possible revisils in later summer and fall. 

Michael Bodman, Environmental Coordinator, Royal Roads University 

Labour: Two contractors for a period of 14 weeks, with any available volunteer 
groups 

Equipment: PP£; 2 lopper, hand saws, tarps, carry bags, flags to mark extent of 
work inside polygons and herbicide application locations, flagging tape, write in 
rain copies of maps. Power equipment: brush and chain saws. Girdli11g and 
herbicide application equipment 

6 hrs/day x 2 contractors = 62.8 days for removal efforts 

Budget of $20 000 includes removal labour for the 12.5 weeks of infestation 
removal, and 1.5 weeks for revisits to previous year's sites. Management and 
upkeep of start-up projects. 

• Funds and support for start-up projects. 
• Organizing volunteers 
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Year 4 Work Plan Map 
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Invasive Species Removal 
Detailed Work Plan YEAR FIVE- 2007 

Management 
Objectives 

Work Areas 

Total Size 

Invasive plant 
species to be 
removed 

Specific tasks and 
timing 

Coordinator(s) 

Labour 

Materials, 
Equipment and 
Resources 

Total Time 
Required 

Cost 

Barriers/Challenges 

Continue with removal strategies for sites already visited. Begin removal on any 
remaining sites, or sites requiring extra efforts. Refine effort and cost 
calculations, as well as volunteer effectiveness. Establish future volunteer 
schedules. Complete mapping of current infestations based on previous 4 year's 
work, and compare with baseline distribution data from Year 1. 

Revisit all remaining sites 

N/A 

All species: Holly, Daphne, Ivy, Scotch broom, Himalayan blackberry, Gorse and 
English Laurel 

Optimum startup in late winter. Begin removal of Holly and Daphne as soon as 
possible, then 1nove on to broom and blackbernJ stands. Check Removal Matrix for 
seasonal limitations; all removal should be completed by May-june, depending on 
site flowering and seeding times. Possible revisits in later summer and fall. 

Michael Bodman, Environmental Coordinator, Royal Roads Univers ity 

Labour: Two contractors for a period of 14 weeks, with any available volunteer 
groups 

Equipment: PPE; 2 lop per, hand saws, tarps, carry bags, flags to mark extent of 
work inside polygons and herbicide application locations, flagging tape, write in 
rain copies of maps. Power equipment: brush and chain saws. Girdling and 
herbicide application equipment 

6 Ins/day x 2 contractors = 62.8 days for removal efforts 

Budget of $20 000 includes removal labour for the 12.5 weeks of infestation 
removal, and 1.5 weeks for revisits to previous year's sites. Management and 
upkeep of start-up projects. 

• Funds and support for start-up projects. 
• Organizing volunteers 
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Appendix VI: 2003 Budget 
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RRU Invasive Species Management Plan 

2003 Budget for Invasive Species Removal 

Item Price Quantity Total Cost 
Equipment 

Gloves $2.28 20 $45.60 
Weed Wrench (size medium) $289.71 1 $289.71 
Root Talon $76.84 2 $154.00 
Axe 26.28 2 $52.56 
Hand $.-'1w 516.55 2 $30.09 
Loppers $53.47 2 $106.94 
Weeding trowel $4.55 2 $9.10 
Weeding cultivator $4.55 2 $9.10 1 
Rope $0.10/ft 100ft $10.00 
Tarp $22.89 4 $91.55 

Herbicides and associated supplies 
Release® $32.63/ Litre 2 $65.27 
Spray bottle $9.15 1 $9.15 
Paint brushes $1.43 10 $14.30 

labour 

Removal Technicians for 14 weeks @7.5 hrs/day and 5 days/ week $15.00/hr 2 $15,750.00 

Additional 
Herbicide Applicator Certification $500.00 2 $1,000.00 
WCB Level 1 First aid kit $91.54 1 $91.54 

Miscellaneous and unknown expenses $2,271 .09 
Nursery start-up 
Volunteer start-up 
Demonstration plot sta rt-up 
Administrative details 
Additional equipment 
Disposal 

Total $20,000.00 J 

Item Additional Details 

Gloves Home Depot- DBL leather palm. Includes CST and PST 
Ordered directly from the manufacturer. Based on a 0.68 CAN/US exchange rate/ 

Weed Wrench (size medium) includes shipping and handling/ does not include applicable taxes 
Ordered directly from the manufacturer. Based on a 0.68 CAN /US exchange rate/ 

Root Ta lon includes shipping and handling/ docs not include applicable taxes 
Axe Home Depot- Boy"s Axe. 2.5 lbs. lncludes GST and PST 
1-h:md Saw Home Depot - 24 inch Bow Saw . lncludes GST and PST 

Home Depot- Powergear pro bypass lopper . Made by FlSKARS®. Includes GST and 
Loppers PST. 

True North Specialty Products. Includes GST and PST. Does not include shipping and 
handling. Source: 

Release® http: / I www. truenorthspecialty .com/ francais/ produits/ RTprod uits/ release _price.pd f 
1 

Spray Bott le Home Depot- Economy 2.5 pint Poly Sprayer. RL Flo Master. Includes GST and PST 
Paint brushes Home Depot- 50 ml Foam Brushes. Includes GST and PST 

Herbicide Applicator Certifica tion Source: http: I I www .for .gov .bc.ca/ pscripts/hfd I mtc/ course.asp?courseid=49 

WCB Level l First Aid Kit Saint John's Ambulance. 941 Pandora Ave. Victoria, BC. (250) 388-5505. www.sja.ca/bc 
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Appendix VII: Removal Matrix 
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Species Dis tributi on Flowering period Optimum Removal Time Removal Strategy Herbicide 

Roadsides, open field s, 1-land pull seedlings and 

Scotch Broom 
forest marg ins and othe r 

February to June November to May 
plants< 0.5 m, cut large r 

T riclopyr (Release®) 
distu rbed areas with p l<~ nts and treat stumps with 

sufficient sunl.ght he rbicide 

I-I and pull seedlings and 

Single location - ro;~dside 
plants < 0.5 m, cut la rger 

Gorse forest margin no rth o f 
C<tn begin as early as 

November to April 
p lants ilnd trea t stumps with 

T riclopyr (Rele<tsc®) 

Parking lot 1' 2 
September, peaks in May herb icide 

o r 

remove entire seed bank 

Pull seedlings and small 

Ro<tdsides, open fields, 
plants, cut dense thickets, 

Himalayan Blackberry forest m<lrg ins, ripilrian May to August l\l<1y to July 
tre<l t stumps with herbicide 

T riclopyr (Release®) 
when not in proxilnity to 

a reas ripari ;m h<1bit<1t, <1pply weed 
filbric and repl<1nt 

Found under mixed cano py Pull seedlings and juvenile 

w ith a p reference lo r fo rest pliln ts g rowing along the 

Eng lish Ivy 
edges ilnd is most preva lent 

November Anytime of year 
g round, cut large r 

T riclo pyr (Re lc<1sc®) 
wi th in and closely individ ua ls growing on trees 

surrounding the formal <1nd treat s tump with 

grounds he rbicide 

I-I and pull pl<1nts of all sizes, 

Consistently found 
cut large r individuals o r 

s tands where remov<ll will 

0.1phne 
throughout the property in 

Late December to April November to March result in excess soil Triclopyr (Release®) 
Vil ry ing distribut ions ilnd d isturbance, apply an 

dens ities he rbicide to remaining 
s tump 

Consistently found C ull seedlings <~nd smaller 

Holly 
throughout the property in 

May to August November to June 
plants, cut/girdle larger 

Triclopyr (Release®) 
varying distribution,; ilnd individua ls and apply an 

densities herbicide to the stump/ cut 
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Appendix VIII: List of Contacts 
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Raj Prasad 
Pacific Forestry Centre 
RPrasad@pfc.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca 

Tim Ennis 
Director of Land Stewardship, Nature Conservancy of Canada 
Email: time@telus.net 
-Removal and Garry oak remediation projects in Maple Bay 

Ron Carter 
Sannich Parks 
Email: CarterR@gov.saanich.bc.ca 

Wille McGillivray, 
Saanich Parks 
Email: willmacgill@swanlake.bc.ca 
-Removal and restoration projects at Swan Lake. 

Jenny Eastman 
Coordinator of Volunteers, Capital Regional District Parks 
Email: jeastman@crd.bc.ca 
-Can provide valuable insight into volunteer coordination 

Hoke Holcomb. 
Horticultural Centre of the Pacific 
Email: hoke@telus.net 
-Invasive species removal and restoration 
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Appendix IX: Removal Log 
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Date Zone Polygon 
Distribution Distribution Was an No. of 

Time Follow up 

Removed # # 
Prior to After Herbicide People 

Taken 
Techniques Used Comments 

Date 
Removal Removal Used (Type) involved 
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Appendix X: Site Revisit and Monitoring Log 
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Zone# 
Date of Initial Date No. of People Time Next Revis it 

Polygon # 
Removal Revis ited 

Work Done 
Involved Taken 

Comments 
Date 
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Appendix XI: Proposed Demonstration Plot Location 
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,/\/ Trails 
·~ Proposed Demonstration Plot (i"', 
N Creeks and Drainage \A) 

Scale 1: 2500 
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